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Abstract 
Vast application of ITS and the availability of numerous on-road detection devices has resulted in 
variety of alternative data sources to be exploited and used in the field of traffic modelling. In this 
thesis, historical travel times, as an alternative data source, is employed on the developed method 
to perform dynamic network loading.  

The developed method, referred to as DNLTT, uses the share of each route available in the route 
choice set from the initial demand, as well as link travel times to perform the network loading. The 
output of the algorithm is time-dependent link flows. 

DNLTT is applied on Stockholm transportation network, where it is expected to have variation in 
link travel times in different time-periods, due to network congestion. In order to calculate the 
route shares, a time-sliced OD matrix is used. The historical travel times and the routes in the route 
choice set are extracted from an existing route planning tool. An available logit model, which 
considers the route travel time as the only logit parameter, is used for the route share calculation 
and the network loading is performed according to 2 different methods of DNLTT and DL. 

The evaluation of results is done for a toy network, where there happen different network states in 
different time-periods. Furthermore, the model output from Stockholm case study is analyzed and 
evaluated. The dynamic behavior of DNLTT is studied by analysis of link flows in different time-
periods. Furthermore, the resulting link flows from both network loading methods are compared 
against observed link flows from radar sensors and the statistical analysis of link flows is 
performed accordingly.  

DNLTT exhibits a better performance on the toy network compared to DL, where the increasing 
link travel times cause the link flows to decline in different time-periods. However, the output of 
the developed method does not resemble the observed link flows for the investigated links in 
Stockholm case study. It is strongly believed, that the performance of DNLTT on the investigated 
transportation network potentially improves, in case the historical travel times better resemble the 
network dynamics. In addition to a more reliable data set, an OD adjustment process in all the 
time-periods is believed to generate better model output. 

 

Keywords: DNLTT Algorithm, DTA model, Dynamic Network Loading, OD Demand 
Optimization, Historical link Travel Times  
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1 Introduction  
1.1 Background 
The ongoing population growth and economic development during the last couple of years has 
resulted in increasing demands for transportation and ease of mobility. This growing pattern is 
more visible in urbanized locations, where there exist more services and opportunities for people. 
The high attractiveness of different locations might ultimately pose higher travel demand on the 
road infrastructure than their supply capacities, leading to congestion on the transportation 
network. The congestion levels tend to increase dramatically in the areas close to the center of the 
city or locations with geographical bottlenecks. It is estimated (Schrank, et al., 2015) that 
congestion in 2014 has caused an extra 6.9 billion hours of trip and an extra 3.1 billion gallon of 
fuel, summing up to a total congestion cost of 160 billion dollars for Americans, living in urban 
areas. Furthermore, based on an emperical study (Jin & Rafferty, 2017), the upward congestion 
trend influences the income growth and employment growth negatively. Therefore, the urgent 
necessity to apply reliable and effective countermeasures against traffic congestion is extensivley 
investigated and analyzed by researchers. Integration of telecommunication technologies and IT 
(Information Technology) solutions into the transporation networks aims to amend the operation 
of the traffic and bring in higher quality of service for the road users. 

An on-going field of reseach in traffic and transportation engineering is the dynamic assignment 
of the estimated OD (Origin-Destination) flows on a transportation network. This issue seeks to 
assign the estimated OD flows on the network dynamically and based on time-dependent OD flows 
and other features of the network such as link travel time. Traffic assignment models are frequently 
used by engineers and practitioners for investigation and evaluation of the current and future 
features of a transportation network. These models might be analytical, or simulation based 
methods, which enable the modelers to have reasonable judgments on a suggested design or the 
performance of the network.   

The aim of a traffic assignment model is to identify the link flows on the transportation network 
and other network features that result from the process of traffic assignment, such as queue length 
and spillback. The major assumption in any traffic assignment model is that travelers attempt to 
choose the route with lowest travel time between any origin and destination. The choice of the 
route with lowest travel time also depends on the choice of other travelers on a route with lowest 
travel time. When all the users accomplish to find the routes with the least travel time between an 
origin and a destination, every used route has the lowest travel time and no traveler can lower their 
trip duration by changing their routes. This condition is referred to as user equilibrium and is 
implemented in many of the traffic assignment models.  

Precise estimation and prediction of OD (Origin-Destination) flows are essential inputs to many 
DTA (Dynamic Traffic Assignment) models, in order to evaluate the spatial and temporal 
distribution of the flows over the transportation network. These models ususally take the OD 
demand as input and based on speed-flow relationships output the link volumes. Furthermore, the 
use of accurate OD estimates in traffic management centers possibly leads to efficient network 
state evaluation. Thus, it would be possible to provide the road users with reliable pre-trip or en 
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route information about the route diversion, upcomming congestions and other related traveller 
information and driver guidance.  

1.2 Aim & Purpose 
The main purpose with this master thesis is to develop a method, which employs link and route 
travel times to perform data-driven network assignment. The input data to the method, in the form 
of link and route travel times, are used to perform dynamic network loading on the investigated 
transportation area. The output of the method is time-dependent link flows on the corresponding 
studied network. The calculation of time-dependent link flows will be obtained from the developed 
method, referred to as DNLTT (Dynamic Network Loading based on Travel Time).  

The research questions that are answered in this thesis is listed as the following: 

 How to develop an algorithm for dynamic network assignment according to link travel 
times? 

 How to account for the impact of congestion occurrence or queue dissipation in DNLTT 
algorithm? 

 How to properly consider the impact of the demand on the flow in different time-periods 
for the routes with travel time longer than one time-period? 

 How to obtain time-dependent link flows by aggregation of flow from different routes for 
the same link? 

 How to propagate the flow on the route from the starting link to the end link of the route? 
 Does DNLTT improve the network loading results, compared to DL (Direct Loading)? 

 

1.3 Methodology 
The process of conducting this thesis can be mainly divided into 6 parts. The 1st part is the literature 
study and the 2nd part relates to development of DNLTT algorithm. The implementation of the 
chosen approach for dynamic network loading of the transportation network is done in the 3rd part 
of the thesis as a case study over Stockholm transportation network. The last parts of the thesis 
associates with the data analysis and discussion, resulted from the case study as well as the 
conclusion of the work.  

The literature review is performed to get an in-depth understanding of the available methods on 
DTA problem and the process of demand modelling. The existing methods of DNL (Dynamic 
Network Loading) is studied, since the main objective of the work is enhancing the traffic flow 
model on the network based on the most suitable methods of DNL.  

The procured information from the literature survey is used during the implementation of 
methodology. A simple demonstration of the methodology flow chart is shown in figure 1. 

As represented in figure 1, the historical travel times of the routes are used as inputs to route share 
calculation model, resulting in share of each route from the demand between an OD pair. In the 
next step, the output from the route share calculation model is used together with estimated OD, 
to obtain the route flows on the studied network. In this thesis, the only logit parameter, considered 
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for calculation of the route shares is the historical route travel time. Afterwards, the network 
loading is performed based on the link travel times, resulting in time-dependent link flows. Thus, 
it is possible to attain the aggregation of route flows during each time interval. Furthermore, having 
the link travel time, it is possible to indicate whether the route flow in each time interval is 
dissipated by the end of the time interval or if some of the vehicles are still on the route and are 
transferred to the next time interval due to probable congestion. The next step is to compare the 
calculated time-dependent link flows with the observed link flows from radar sensors.  

Although not a part of this thesis, but if the calculated link flows do not match the observed link 
flows, the initial OD matrix can be modified, using heuristic algorithms such as SPSA 
(Simultaneous Perturbation Stochastic Approximation).  The process of link flow calculation and 
OD adjustment repeats until the discrepancy between calculated and observed link flows is less 
than a certain threshold. Therefore, it is possible to use this method for OD adjustment and OD 
estimation. This process is shown in the flowchart with the dashed lines. 

  

 

Figure 1 - Methodology Flowchart 

 
1.4 Limitation 
The method is merely reliant on route travel times for route-share calculation. Other associating 
factors, affecting the route choice like monetary cost is not considered.   

The consistency checking is done based on the available flow information from radar sensors. 
Other data sources, that might potentially increase the precision, are not considered. 

The model does not consider the driver behavior and factors such as availability of information on 
incident or congestion. 
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The model is developed for a specific zone in the north of Stockholm (Brunnsviken) and other 
traffic zones are considered with larger spatial resolution. 

In order to reduce complexity, the zoning of the studied area is not consistent. The farther from 
Brunnsviken area, the wider the zoning areas are.  

This thesis just considers cars as the mode of transport and other modes are not considered in this 
work. However, the method can be generalized to more transport modes. 

The reliability of extracted travel times and the generated route choice set is not tested. In other 
words, there is no certainty that that all the routes, available in the route choice set for a specific 
OD pair is taken by the road-users. Additionally, there is no guarantee that the obtained link travel 
times represent the dynamic of the network during the peak periods accurately. 

 

1.5 Outline 
The thesis is structured into 6 main parts. The first part of the thesis concerns the literature survey. 
In this chapter, the 4-step model is studied and presented. Furthermore, methods of DTA as well 
as statistical approaches for model validation are studied in this chapter. The second part deals 
with developing the DNLTT algorithm. In the third chapter, the developed method is applied on 
the studied transportation network. The 4th part represents the obtained results from the third 
chapter and its corresponding data analysis. The discussion and the future work for the method is 
presented in the fifth chapter. Finally, the closing comments and the conclusion of the study is 
brought in the 6th chapter.   

 

1.6 Implementation tools 
The main implementation tools that have been used for developing the method and application of 
the model are PostgreSQL database, Python programming language and QGIS (Quantum 
Geographic Information System) software.  

The data from radar sensors and historical travel times are stored in SQL (Structured Query 
Language) database. The chosen database is PostgreSQL, since it enables the usage of postGIS 
extension. Furthermore, other geospatial operations are made more convenient, using PostgreSQL 
database. 

Python offers different libraries such as scipy and numpy that are mainly used for developing 
DNLTT. Moreover, handling data from database, such as storing and retrieving data have been 
done in Python.  

QGIS is used for data visualization and analysis of the model output on the investigated network. 
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2 Literature Review  
In this section, an overview of the related previous work is represented. Sections 2.1 to 2.4 explain 
the 4-step demand modelling process. Although, this thesis does not seek to develop a method on 
trip generation or trip distribution, the previous models and methods of these models are explained 
in sections 2.1 and 2.2 as they are the main steps of a thorough transport demand model.  

Section 2.5 pursues the explanation of DTA and related models and methods of DTA. Even though, 
the goal of this thesis is to develop a network loading model based on the travel times of the links 
(DNLTT) and the propagation of the vehicles on the routes, a general explanation of more 
conventional methods that are based on methods such as DUE (Dynamic User Equilibrium) is 
described.   

In section 2.6, an overview of GEH statistics, used for calibration and validation of the transport 
model is explained. 

2.1 Trip Generation Modelling 
The modelling of trip generation seeks to predict the total number of trips that are created and 
attracted to each modelled zone over the study area. All trips can be classified based on their 
specific features, including the purpose of the trip, the time of the day that the trip is made or by 
the type of person that carries out the trip. Thus, provided that the different trips are classified and 
modeled separately, it is easier to perceive the trip generation model (Ortuzar & Willumsen, 2011). 
Several studies point out the specific criteria that affect the trip generation rate, such as the income 
level, car ownership, family size, household structure, value of land, residential density and 
accessibility. Ortuzar & Willumsen (2011), state that while the first 4 factors influence the 
household trip generation, the fifth and sixth factor are more frequently used for zonal studies. 

In the following, some of the trip generation modelling method is discussed.  

 

2.1.1 Growth Factor Modelling 
This approach attempts to predict the future trip demand, based on the current trip rates and the 
growth factor (Ortuzar & Willumsen, 2011). The mathematical equation 2.1 shows the basic 
methodology of this approach: 

Ti = Fiti                                                                          (2.1) 

Where Ti and ti are the future and current trip rates respectively and Fi is the growth factor. The 
major problem of this method is the calculation of the growth rate, which is dependent on 
sociodemographic characteristics such as population, income and car ownership (Ortuzar & 
Willumsen, 2011). 

 

2.1.2 Regression Analysis 
Regression analysis in one the most frequent techniques, used to estimate the number of trips that 
has been generated. This technique for trip generation models has been first developed in early 70s 
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by (Douglas & Lewis, 1970). In this method, it is assumed that the number of trips in a zone is 
dependent on a couple of independent variables that are related to the trip generation rate. Thus, it 
is sought to establish a linear relationship between number of trips in a zone and its associating 
sociodemographic characteristics. The regression analysis can be done on zonal or household basis 
(Ortuzar & Willumsen, 2011). Zonal regression analysis can merely explain the trips that are made 
between the zones, however they are cost efficient in terms of computation and calibration. 
Household regression analysis aims to study the trips that are also made within the zones. 
Therefore, they obtain higher detail levels, although the sampling errors can be large, and the 
computation cost can be significant.  

2.1.3 Category Analysis  
Even though, linear regression is considered to be one of the most frequently used approaches of 
trip generation modelling, there are other methods that have been developed for the same purpose. 
Based on (Wootton & Pick, 1967), a drawback of regression analysis is that it cannot thoroughly 
describe the methodology of trip generation or to provide a relationship between the variables that 
affect the trip generation. Moreover, this method lacks the plausible future prediction of trips, since 
it always persumes that the present coefficients are relevant for future analysis as well. Category 
Analysis, first proposed by Wootton & Pick (1967) is one of the trip generation estimation methods 
that is described in the following. 

In the proposed method by Wootton and Pick (1967), every household is the central part of trip 
generation and the performed trips by each household is dependent on the household features like 
its location. In this method, the number of generated trips is calculated as the average number of 
one-way journies by each household per weekday. The categorization of trip-makers is done based 
on their sociodemographic features, such as trip purpose and car ownership. Therefore, each 
household belongs to a specific category and will not exit the corresponding class, unless a related 
sociodemographic factor is altered. In this case, the household will be considered in another 
categorization that has previously been established. The trip rate for each class of households is 
estimated and assumed that it remains constant over time as long as the household characteristics 
are the same. Aggregation of the trips by purpose in each specific household by specific person 
groups results in the zonal generated trips. In order to forecast the future demand, models relative 
to expected car ownership based on the increase in the income level as well as the household 
growth in each zone is developed. For instance, the authors claim, adding a car to a household is 
expected to bring an average level of 2 more trip per day for the household.  

Emprical data from 2 different regions in London show that households of the same class, but from 
different regions exhibit the same travel pattern (Wootton & Pick, 1967). Furthermore, the study 
shows that rail public transport does not affect the trip generation rate. However, it is expected that 
substantial bus penetration in a zone will cause slight increase in trip generation.  

Ortuzar & Willumsen (2011) refer to this model as a unique approach to choose categories with 
least standard deviation of frequency distributions.  
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Douglas (1973) compared regression analysis and category analysis for trip generation models in 
terms of zone-based or household-based models. Some of the results of the study is shown in table 
1: 

Table 1- Trip Generation Models Comparison 

Feature Zone-based Models Household-based Models 

Regression Category 
Analysis 

Regression Category 
Analysis 

Deployment  Widely used Ignored Ignored Widely used 

Model data Very High Very High Medium Very high 

Prediction 
Stability  

Very poor Very poor Good Good 

 
2.2 Trip Distribution Modelling 
In the last section, the concept of trip generation and some of the associated modelling techniques 
is discussed. By modelling the produced trips in each zone as well as the attracted trips to the same 
zone, it is possible to get an idea of the travel patterns in that region. The next step after estimating 
the generated trips is to evaluate the spatial distribution of trips, modal split and the routes taken 
to perform the trip. According to Ortuzar & Willumsen (2011), the travel patterns can be 
represented in 2 forms of OD matrices or on PA (Production-Attraction) basis, while the latter 
covers a longer time span. Table 1 represents a form of an OD demand matrix, with Tij the trip rate 
from origin i to destination j. The methods of trip distribution modelling can be grouped in models 
for short-term studies and the ones that are used for tactical studies. An important factor about trip 
distribution modelling is that it deals with aggregate problems and hence is mostly an aggregate 
model itself. 

Table 2 - Representation of OD demand matrix 

Origin Destination 
1 2 3 …  j ….  z ∑ �沈珍沈   

1 T11 T12 T13 …  T1j …  T1z O1 

2 T21 T22 T23 …  T2j …  T2z O2 
3 T31 T32 T33 …  T3j …  T3z O3 ⋮       
I Ti1 Ti2 Ti3 …  Tij …  Tiz Oi ⋮       
Z Tz1 Tz2 Tz3 …  Tzj …  Tzz Oz ∑ �沈珍珍   D1 D2 D3 …  Dj …  Dz ∑ �沈珍沈珍 = �  

 

In table 1, the sum of each column and each row is respectively corresponding to attracted and 
generated trips to/ from zone.  
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                                                                 ∑ �沈珍珍 = 頚沈                                                                (2.2)                        

                                                                  ∑ �沈珍沈 = �珍                                                                (2.3) 

  

2.2.1 Growth Factor Models 
Presuming that there is a base model of trip distribution pattern available over the study area from 
surveys or other means of data collection, the growth factor model seeks to predict the changes in 
trip distribution over the study period, by applying a growth factor on the OD trips.  

If  the information is just available on growth rate of the trips originating or terminating in each 
zone, the model will be recognized as singly-constrained growth factor model. The singly-
constraint model is easily solvable by applying the proportion of trip increase to all cells of OD 
matrix. On the other hand, if the information about the trip rise is available on both origin and 
destination trips of a zone, then the model is referred to as doubly-constrained model. The latter 
type of growth factor models is more complicated to solve in comparison to the former types and 
there is usually a set of iterations needed to reach the final results.   

Even though, these models are very easy to understand and possibly suitable for short-term 
planning, they cannot be relied upon for tactical transportation planning. One of the main 
drawbacks of this model is that it does not consider the possibilities of change in spatial 
accessibility due to probable variations of travel pattern or congestion (Levinson & Kumar, 1993). 

 

2.2.2 Gravity Models 
The gravity model is one of the major employed models for trip distribution estimation and 
forecasting. The model assumes (Evans, 1969) that the number of trips between 2 zones are 
directly relative to the attractiveness of the destination zone and inversely related to the travel 
impedance between the origin and the destination zones. This can be shown as: 

                                               Tij = Ai Oi Bj Dj f(cij)                                                                  (2.4) 

In the above formula, Ai and Bj are adjustment factors, also referred to as proportionality factor 
(Ortuzar & Willumsen, 2011). Oi and Dj are accordingly the number of trips originated from zone 
i and the number of trips that ended in zone j. f(cij) is the cost function which has deterrent impact 
on the Tij. The cost function can be reflected by the travel costs, such as time and/ or money and 
perhaps more calibration parameters. Based on Ortuzar & Willumsen (2011), the common versions 
of the cost function are as in the following: 

                                              f(cij) = exp(-β cij)                                        exponential function (2.5) 

                                              f(cij) = cij
-n                                                           power function (2.6) 

                                              f(cij) = cij
n exp(-β cij)                                     combined function (2.7) 

If both constraints (2.2) and (2.3) are present in calculations, the model is doubly-constrained. 
Therefore, it is essential to run a set of iterations to calculate Ai and Bi. However, if there is 
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information on just one of the constraints, the model is a single-constrained model and hence the 
adjustment factor of the corresponding missing constraint is equal to 1. Thus, calculation of the 
other factor is easy (Ortuzar & Willumsen, 2011). 

The reliability of the gravity model for future forecast has been studied in a research by Duffus et 
al. (1987), on a 4-year study period. The results of the analysis show that the forecast results 
produce better outputs, when the cost function is a factor of travel time. Furthermore, the 
magnitude of error from a year of study period to the next year is likely to stay the same, which 
gives more liability for future predictions.  
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2.3 Mode Assignment 
Quandat (1966b) refers to the modal split as the probability that a random traveler chooses a certain 
mode of transport over the studied network. Particularly, the modelling of mode assignment is 
done through implementation of cost functions, reflecting the utility of specific modes which is 
dependent on various attributes of that specific mode. Ortuzar & Willumsen (2011) classify the 
attributes that influence the utility of each mode of transport into 3 groups shown below:  

 Traveler features (mainly sociodemographic characteristics), such as income, car 
availability etcetera. 

 Features of the journey such as the purpose of the trip or the time of the day. 
 Features of the transportation facility such as availability, reliability, costs, safety and 

security. 

 

2.3.1 Aggregate Mode Choice Models  
Based on Ortuzar & Willumsen (2011), mode choice models can be aggregate or disaggregate, 
depending accordingly on having zonal information or household/ individual information. Based 
on the same source, a past trend of mode choice modelling was to directly apply the modal split 
after the trip generation. The reason for this approach, known as “Trip-end” models, was that it 
was thought that the most important factors of mode choice are the trip makers’ features. 
Therefore, an attempt was made to preserve these features for mode choice instead of losing them 
due to aggregation of the OD matrix. On the other hand, “Trip Interchange” models used the 
aggregated OD matrix for modal splits. Although, maintaining the travelers’ features in this model 
is not as easy as in the former approach, the possibility of applying the journey and mode 
characteristics are some of the merits of this method.  

A general method of modal split for aggregated models follows the same rules as Kirchhoff law 
of electronics. According to this approach, Cij

k being the cost of travelling from zone i to zone j by 
mode k, the probability of choosing mode k (Pij

k) is formulated as following: 

                                                    Pij
k = 

岾C套宕入峇−�∑ 岾C套宕入峇−�入迭                                                                        (2.8) 

Where all the available modes are in range of 1 to k and n is a parameter to be calibrated (The 
value of n is suggested to be chosen between 4 and 9 (Ortuzar & Willumsen, 2011).  

 
2.3.2 Disaggregate Mode Choice Models (Discrete Choice Models) 
Discrete choice models are created based on the assumption that individuals select a specific mode 
of transport from a finite choice set. Quandat (1968) formulates each mode of transport abstractly 
with respect to their time of travel in hours (H) and the cost of travel (C). Consequently, any 
individual has a perception of (dis)utility function, written as U(H,C), regarding each transport 
mode. Before a trip is made, everyone estimates the (dis)utility of accessible modes and compares 
them with a certain threshold. The trip is not performed if the utility U of all modes is greater than 
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U0 (threshold). If multiple modes have U below U0, the mode with smallest utility value will be 
the final choice of travel. Particularly, every individual attempt to minimize the costs of their 
journey in terms of time and money and maybe other relevant factors. This type of mode selection 
can be referred to as “Utility Choice Base” (Koppelman & Bhat, 2006) and they are usually 
calculated by giving weights to each associating (dis)utility factor.  

In general, the utility of mode a (Ua) can be calculated as shown below: 

                                                      Ua = Va + ��                                                                        (2.9) 

Where Va is the observed utility of mode a, which is non-stochastic variable and is dependent on 
the observable specification of mode a. Error term �� displays the non-observable features of the 
mode a and is a stochastic variable.    

MNL (Multinomial Logit) model formulates a discrete mode choice model mathematically, it is 
essential to make assumptions regarding the error variable in 2.9 of the utility function (Koppelman 
& Bhat, 2006). These assumptions on �� for a MNL model are as following: 

 Error variables are Gumbel distributed 
 Error variables have alike and independent distribution alternatives and across 

observations/ individuals 

Therefore, the mathematical formulation of the MNL model can be written as 2.10: 

                                                         Pi
 = 

exp岫µ�日岻∑ exp岫µ�乳岻�乳=迭                                                    (2.10) 

In 2.10, Pi shows the probability of mode i to be chosen from a finite mode choice set of 1 to j. µ 
is Gumbel distribution variance parameter. The exponential distribution of MNL model shows that 
increase in values of observed utility Vi results in higher probabilities for mode i to be chosen, 
which is logically plausible.  

Luce and Suppes (1965), explain the IIA (independence of irrelevant alternatives) as following:  

Where any 2 alternatives have a non-zero probability of being chosen, the ratio of one 
probability over the other is unaffected by the presence or absence of any additional 
alternative in the choice set.  

This axiom applies on MNL models as well. Although, this aspect was formerly perceived as a 
positive distinction of MNL model, it later became a serious drawback of the model, where results 
in the model fail in the existence of 2 alternatives that are correlated. This issue is usually explained 
and referred to as the red bus-blue bus problem in the literature. For illustrating this issue, we can 
imagine a path, on which commuters tend to take either their private vehicle or a bus, painted blue. 
Furthermore, the utility of vehicles is such that the probability of taking the private vehicle is 2:3 
and the probability of using bus is 1:3. Now, if we imagine a red bus, being added to the bus line 
service, the most reasonable assumption is that it does not influence the utility of transport modes 
on this route. Thus, it is expected that the probability of taking private car is 2:3, while the 
probability of taking the blue bus or the red bus will be equal, having the probability of 1:6. 
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However, due to IIA, explained above, the probability of private car to blue bus keeps the same 
proportional relation as before (2:1), and if we assume the same utility for buses, their probability 
relation will be 1:1. Consequently, the probability of car, red bus and blue bus will be accordingly 
1:2, 1:4 and 1:4. 

Although, the above-explained case is an overrated and extreme case, MNL model fails to 
thoroughly explain the issue of mode choice when it comes to IIA. 
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2.4 Traffic Assignment 
The process of traffic assignment is usually divided into 3 main steps (Chiu, et al., 2011). The first 
step involves route set generation between each origin and destination on the transportation 
network. The second step includes the process of route share calculation, where different route 
share calculation models can be used to attain the share of each route in the route choice set from 
the initial OD. The last step of the traffic assignment is the network loading, where the share of 
each route, available in the route choice set is loaded on the network. The output of this process is 
usually time-dependent link flows. According to Chiu et al (2011), the 3 steps of the traffic 
assignment process repeat in an iterative loop, where the output of each step is the input to the next 
step, until a convergence criterion is reached.  

The main objective of traffic assignment is to calculate the route flows based on the OD demand 
(Ortuzar & Willumsen, 2011). It is consequently possible to perform reasonable judgements and 
analysis for the studied network, such as zone-to-zone travel costs, congested links, turning 
movements ratio and other related network features. The main input to traffic assignment model 
is the OD demand matrix, the studied network and applicable principles of route choice. Traffic 
Assignment is done either statically or dynamically, depending on the properties of the network 
and objective of the model. The static models represent a constant function of outflow from origin 
over the whole planning horizon (Merchant & Nemhauser, 1978) 

The reason behind choosing different routes between the same origin and destination can arise 
from different reasons (Ortuzar & Willumsen, 2011), including different perception of the driver 
from the best route, the acquired level of knowledge from alternative options or the impacts of 
congestion, each of which is handled via a specific method, which is explained more in detail in 
this section. 

 

2.4.1 All-or-nothing Assignment 
All-or-nothing assignment is the simplest and most straight-forward type of traffic assignment in 
a network. In this method, all the demand from an origin O to a destination D is assigned to one 
route and the other routes, regardless of their numbers are allocated with no traffic. The chosen 
route has the least travel cost in terms of travel time and monetary costs. This method assumes that 
all the drivers have the same perception of the best route. More importantly, congestion impact is 
not considered in this method and the cost of the routes will remain constant during the assignment 
period. Ortuzar & Willumsen (2011) relate this method as a reasonable approach for sparse and 
uncongested networks.  

 

2.4.2 Stochastic Methods 
The stochastic methods attempt to consider different perception of drivers from the best route. 
According to Ortuzar & Willumsen (2011), the 2 major and widely used stochastic methods for 
traffic assignment are simulation-based methods and proportional stochastic methods. 
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The developed model by Burrell (1968) for simulation-based approach has been in a vast 
application. This method assumes that the cost of each link on the network should be estimated as 
objective and subjective costs by a modeler and a driver. Furthermore, the perceived costs should 
be independently distributed, and the drivers try to minimize the perceived costs.  

The proportional stochastic method is based on the logic of distributing all the incoming flows to 
a link on all the possible exit nodes.  

 

2.4.3 UE (User Equilibrium) and SUE (Stochastic User Equilibrium) 
Equilibrium assignments are based on some principles that have been introduced by Wardrop 
(1952). 

Under equilibrium conditions traffic arranges itself in congested networks in such a way 
that no individual trip maker can reduce his path costs by switching routes.  

Hence, if the links of the network have indefinite capacities, the travel time on the routes between 
each OD pair is less than or equal to the travel times on any unused route. “Incremental 
Assignments” and “Capacity Restraint” methods are the main used methods for reaching 
equilibrium in a network. 

SUE methods by Daganzo and Sheffi (1977) assumes that “no user believes that he can improve 
his travel time by unilaterally changing routes”. 

Most of the methods that consider congestion for further processes of traffic assignment are based 
on volume-delay functions, stating that the travel time on the links are affected by the actual 
present flow on that specific link. 

Daganzo and Sheffi (1977) state that the SUE methods have more suitable outcome for highly-
congested networks, compared to other assignment methods such as UE. 
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2.5 Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA) 
Static traffic assignment models are not suitable for many modelling scenarios, in which it is aimed 
to capture and model the dynamics of the network, such as queue propagation and system behavior 
during the rush hour. Since the pioneering work done by Merchant and Nemhauser (1978), in 
which a discrete time model for DTA with a single destination is proposed, there has been a 
considerable amount of effort dedicated to the field of DTA. Currently, there is high demand for 
DTA models that can be used for real-time planning of large networks. Hence, it is possible to 
overcome some concerns of static assignments due to unrealistic assumptions of static planning 
methods and enable the practitioners to deal with issues like time-varying flow.   

Although, this work does not seek to implement a typical DTA model, a brief discussion of existing 
conventional DTA methods is represented in the following. 

The developed DTA models can be classified into 4 groups of mathematical programming, optimal 
control, VI (variational inequality) and simulation-based approaches, first 3 of which are 
recognized as analytical methods (Peeta & Ziliaskopoulos, 2001).  

“Mathematical programming” attempts to structure DTA problem in a discrete time setting. One 
of the 1st methods of this category was suggested by Merchant and Nemhauser (1978), also referred 
to as M-N model. This model is a nonconvex and nonlinear problem and limited to a single 
destination. Carey (1986) later modified M-N model by making it a convex non-linear problem. 
Thus, some of the limitations of the initial model like being single-destined is solved. Some 
deficiencies of this type of modelling is its difficulties with holding-back of traffic and the usage 
of link performance. 

In DTA models developed based on “Optimal Control”, the constraints are formulated in a 
continuous time setting rather than a discrete time formulation like in “Mathematical 
Programming”. In this method, OD trip rates are identified as known time-functions and the aim 
is to obtain the link flows as continuous functions of time (Peeta & Ziliaskopoulos, 2001). Some 
of the limitation of the models are its impractical congestion modelling, disability to prevent 
vehicles to hold at nodes and the loss of specific restraints to ensure FIFO (First-In-First-Out). 

Based on Peeta and Ziliaskopoulos (2001), VI is a more general analytical approach for DTA 
modelling, which can be implemented for a wide range of DTA problems. The mathematical 
formulation of VI can be illustrated in a simpler manner compared to the 2 previous analytical 
methods. This model has been deployed for variety of modelling problems like UE DTA problem, 
simultaneous route departure problem and equilibrating route choice by experienced travel time in 
a both discrete and continuous time manners. However, it should be noted that VI methods are 
more exhastive in terms of usage of computation power.  

In simulation-based methods of DTA, an important feature is that the illustration of the spatial and 
temporal propagation of the flow in the network is dealt with simulation instead of the analytical 
approaches. Peeta and Ziliaskopoulos (2001) name link-path incidence relationships, flow 
conservation and vehicular movements as some of the important netwrok features. Therefore, the 
simulation-based models can describe the complicated dynamics of traffic flow descriptively, 
using a traffic simulator.  
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Simulation-based methods are suitable to overcome some of the challenging issues with analytical 
approaches, such as the study of the interactions between different user classes or keeping the track 
of the individual vehicles.  

 

2.6 GEH Statistics and traffic model validation 
Availability of computers have shifted the field of traffic modelling from smaller areas (like an 
isolated intersection) to analysis of bigger areas of the cities and even the countries. Traffic models 
are potentially a cost-effective and reliable approach to assess and test a design or to be used for 
future planning. However, to be able to use the traffic models, they should be reliable and valid, 
so the output of the model is not unrealistic or far from the real-world data. Therefore, an effort 
should be made to design the model as close to reality as possible to be able to rely on the model 
output.  

In the field of traffic engineering, a very common approach to validate a model is to test its output 
against the real-world traffic data. Flow as one of the key components of the traffic states, is usually 
the criteria for which the traffic models are validated and calibrated (Punzo, et al., 2008). The aim 
of this approach is to decrease the discrepancy between the modeled flows and observed flows 
from sensors as much as possible. Although applicable in some scenarios, it could also be 
misleading and not as effective in some other cases, when the transportation network consists of 
multiple FRC (Functional Road Classes) (Wisconsin Department of Transportation, 2017). 

In order to be able to validate a traffic model in every case study, statistical approaches can replace 
the direct comparison of flows. GEH statistics (Geoffrey E. Havers’ statistic, named after the 
mathematician) is one of the frequently used approaches for traffic model validation. GEH value 
can be calculated as shown in formula 2.11. 

 

GEH = √態岫暢−�岻鉄岫暢+�岻        2.11 

 

In the formula above, M represents the modeled traffic flow and C is the observed traffic flow 
obtained from available data sources. 

If applying GEH value to individual traffic flows, there are some certain rules for model 
acceptance. These rules are shown in the following table. 
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Table 3 - GEH values for model acceptance as individual traffic flow 

Criteria Definition 
GEH less than 5 Acceptable fit, probably OK 

GEH between 5 and 10 Caution: possible model Error or bad data 
GEH greater than 10 Warning: High possibility of modelling error or bad data 

   

Once designing a traffic model, it is crucial for the model to be representative as whole and be able 
to justify the overall patterns and propagation of traffic. Wisconsin Department of transportation 
presents 2 overall criteria for traffic model acceptance as whole, where the guidelines depend on 
the model application. These criteria are shown in table 4. 

Table 4 - GEH values for model acceptance as a whole 

Criteria Acceptance condition 
GEH less than 5 At least 85 % of freeway and arterial mainline links 
GEH less than 5 At least 85 % of entrance and exit ramps 
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3 Dynamic Network Loading based on Travel Time  
There has been substantial amount of research devoted to the field of traffic and transportation 
modelling in the last few decades. A major focus of the modelling is to attempt to amend the 
representation of the traffic dynamics on the transportation network. Analytical and simulation-
based models have been extensively implemented and improved since the pioneering work of 
Merchant & Nemhauser (1978). These models usually employ the volume-delay functions and 
take advantage of the fundamental diagrams. However, a dynamic traffic model that can 
acceptably demonstrate the dynamics of the network, has always been of interest for traffic 
modelers and researchers.    

In the next chapter, an overview of DNLTT (Dynamic Network Loading based on Travel Time) 
algorithm is presented. The chapter continues with a detailed step-by-step description of the 
algorithm. In the last sections, the numerical result of the implementation of DNLTT on a 
simplified toy network is presented, which aims to give a better understanding of the algorithm.     

 
3.1 Overview of DNLTT 
As previously discussed, this thesis aims at developing a method that uses (assumed) known 
historical travel times on a transportation network to generate time-dependent link flows. 
Therefore, the developed network loading method has different input and output, compared to 
conventional implemented methods. In the developed method, route flows, obtained from the 
estimated OD matrix and route share calculation model as well as link travel times are the input to 
the network loading method. The output of the method is time-dependent link flows for each route 
of the transportation network. DNLTT algorithm acts on each route of the transportation network 
during each time-period independently from the other routes. The final values of link flows for 
each time-period is obtained by aggregation of time-dependent link flows, obtained from each 
route for the same link for each time-period.  

Before explanation of DNLTT in detail, some of the notations that relate to specific components 
of the algorithm are listed as following: 

δ: Simulation Period equal to the length of time horizon of study.  

τi: ith time-period of the simulation period δ, divided into n time-periods of equal length τ.  鶏�鶏�日珍 : jth packet loading period of time-period τi, divided into m packet loading periods of length 

PLP. �賃 : kth link of the route. 建建挑入�日  = Link travel time for link Lk during time-period τi 

 �建建挑入�日 : Link cumulative travel time for link Lk during time-period τi. ���挑入�日: Link remaining trip time for each of the PLPs of route during each time-period τi  
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��日: Route flow during each time-period τi  ��鶏�日珍: jth Route Flow Packet of ��日, divided into m route flow packets of equal size RFP during 

each time-period τi,  �挑入�日 : flow on link Lk of the route during time-period τi 

F = [�]挑∗�: Route flow matrix of size L by τ for all link and time-periods 

There are 3 different types of time intervals, specified in DNLTT. The 1st time interval is the 
overall duration of study horizon, referred to as simulation period. The 2nd time interval is time- 
period, being equally sliced intervals of the simulation period. In a simulation period of length δ, 
the length τ of n desired time-periods, is calculated as δ divided by n. For example, in a simulation 
period of length 180 minutes with 12 desired time-periods, the length of each time-period is equal 
to 15 minutes. The 3rd class of time intervals in DNLTT algorithm is PLP (Package Loading 
Period). PLP is the shortest time unit within the algorithm and is equally sliced intervals of time-
period. The length of each PLP is equal to τ divided by m, where m is the desired number of PLPs 
in each time-period. For instance, the length of PLPs in a time-period of length 15 minutes with 3 
required PLPs, is equal to 5 minutes. The following figure gives an overview of the separation of 
simulation periods into time periods and packet loading periods.  

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                        

 

  

 

                                                                                 

 

DNLTT assumes that the share of each route in the route choice set, from the demand and thus the 
route flow is available for each time-period. The share of routes can be obtained from existing 
route-share calculation models, such as a logit model and the estimated initial OD matrix. 
Therefore, the link flows can be calculated by propagation of the route flows for each route and 
each time-period based on the travel time of the links of the specific route for the associating time-
period. The route flow that is used as an input to DNLTT for further calculation of link flows is 
represented by ��日.  
Each Δk

r is divided equally into several packets, called RFP (Route Flow Packets). It is important 
to note that for each time-period τi, the number of RFPs are equal to the number of PLPs. Each 

RFP is loaded into the network in the starting time of each PLP. For example, the ��鶏�日珍  is loaded 
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Figure 2 - Representation of different time intervals 
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on the network at the start of 鶏�鶏�日珍 . Furthermore, all the route flow of each time-period τi, enter 

the network during time-period τi, although the temporal offset of entering the network is different 
(different PLPs). It is important to point out that PLPs are the temporal difference of entering the 
network for different RFPs, loaded into the network for the 1st time in each time-period τi.   

The flow is assigned to the links of the investigated network, once the RFPs have completed their 
journeys on the links. Thus, each time that an RFP exits a link for each time-period τ, the RFP is 
assigned to flow matrix F. F is matrix of size L by τ, where L represents the number of links on 
the route and τ is the number of time-periods. Therefore, while all the routes have equal number 
of time periods (equal number of columns), the number of rows in F might vary for routes with 
different number of link. As each value of the F associates with a specific link and a specific time-
period, it is possible to see the temporal variation of the flow on the links for different time-periods. 
Furthermore, flow on link k can be calculated by aggregation of all the flows from different routes 
that have shared link k during each time-period τ. 

DNLTT divides network loading and link flow calculations into 2 major steps. The 1st step of the 
algorithm acts on all the RFPs in each time-period τi that enter the network for the 1st time in 
different temporal offset (different PLPs). The second step of the algorithm deals with RFPs that 
have at least been for one time-period τi on the network, but they still have not reached their 
destination. The major difference between the 2 steps of DNLTT is that the newly-arrived RFPs 
to the network in different temporal offset experience different trip duration in their 1st time-period, 
while RFPs that have been present on the network for at least 1 time-period, have trip duration 
equal to the duration of time-periods till they reach their destination. The second step of the 
algorithm follows the RFPs as long as they are present on the network and the algorithm terminates 
as soon as the RFPs have reached their destination, or the simulation time is over. 

Link travel times are shown by 建建挑入�日 , where Lk  represents a certain link on the route and τi associates 

with the time-period of the study. Link travel times might have different values in different time-
periods. Link cumulative travel time is shown by �建建挑入�日 , for each link Lk during each time-period 

τi. Link cumulative travel time for link k is calculated as aggregation of link travel times of all the 
links, located before link k. The following figure provides a better overview of the link travel time 
and link cumulative travel time. Link remaining trip time is shown by LRT, which represents the 
remaining time for each RFP to complete its journey on each link. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

L1 L2 L3 Ln 

tt1 tt2 tt3 ttn 

ctt3 = tt1 +tt2 +tt3 

cttn = tt1 + tt2 + tt3 + … + ttn 

Figure 3 - Overview of link travel time and cumulative route travel time 
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In the figure above, a route consisting of links and nodes is pictured. Each link of the route is 
dedicated with a travel time tt. The link cumulative travel time is also shown for the 3rd and the 
last link of the route. As it can be seen in the figure 3, the link cumulative travel time for the 3rd 
link is calculated as aggregation of link travel time values of the 1st, 2nd and the 3rd links. The same 
process is performed for the calculation of link cumulative travel time for the last link of the route, 
where �建建挑� is calculated as aggregation of all the previous link travel times to the link n. 

In the following chapter, DNLTT is described in detail.  

 

3.2 DNLTT in detail 
In DNLTT, the main criteria for link flow calculation is the share of the route, from the estimated 
OD and the link cumulative travel time, for all the link of the route during each time-period τ. By 
applying the RFPs for each PLP during each τ, the location of the RFPs can be tracked on the 
network by the end of each time-period. This can be done based on the duration of trip that is 
allocated to each RFP as well as the link travel times of the route in the specific time-period. 
Possibility of tracking the RFPs enables the algorithm to update the link travel times for the 
unresolved RFPs that continue their journey on the network for more than 1 time-period. The 
process of location tracking and the link travel time update continues for the unresolved RFPs till 
they reach their destination, or the simulation time is over. This approach enables DNLTT to 
capture the dynamics of the route e.g. congestion by constantly updating the link travel times for 
each time-period. 

As previously discussed, there are 2 main steps involved with the algorithm. Once an RFP enters 
the route for the 1st time, the first part of the algorithm is activated. The remaining RFPs that have 
been on the network for at least one-time period are handled by the second part of the algorithm.   

Figure 4 depicts the 1st step of DNLTT in a flowchart. 
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As it can be seen in figure 4, the algorithm starts with the input data of the network. This data 
includes the number of time-periods, number of PLPs, route flow for each time-period and 
consequently the RFPs for each time-period and the link travel times of the routes for each time- 

Start 

Add Route Flows and 
Link Travel Times 

Calculate �建建挑入 

j≤ len (鶏�鶏�日珍) 

���挑入�日 = cttk - 鶏�鶏�日珍 
j =  j + 1 

Is���挑入�日 i < 0  

Add RFP to 
leftover flow 

Add RFP to 
F 

Go to 2nd step 

j = 1 

Yes No 

i = 1  

i ≤ len(τ)  

i =  i + 1 

Yes 

No 

Figure 4 - DNLTT flowchart/ first step 
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period. In the next step, the cumulative link travel time, which is the cumulative route travel time 
up to each certain link of the route, is calculated. Afterwards, for all the available RFPs, the 
cumulative travel time of the route is subtracted by their associating PLPs. Subsequently, it is 
checked if any of the values of the LRT is negative after the subtraction. If so, the RFP of the 
corresponding time-period and link is assigned to the flow matrix F. In case, the value of LRT 
stays positive, it means that the associating RFP has either not entered the link, or it has still not 
left the link and thus is not assigned to the flow matrix. Therefore, its corresponding RFP is 
assigned to another matrix, referred to as leftover flow matrix. This process repeats for all the OD 
pairs and all the time-periods and all the routes till either the RFPs have resolved, or the simulation 
time is over. The 1st step of DNLTT has 2 different output. The 1st output is all the RFPs, which 
left the links of the route for all the time-periods of the study, and assigned to the flow matrix F. 
In addition, all RFPs, which entered the route in different time-periods, but still not reached their 
destination, are assigned to another matrix, with their location ID and their remaining trip time. 
The 2nd matrix is used as input to the 2nd step of DNLTT. 

In the next step, all the RFPs that have entered the network but did not finish their journey are 
handled. The flowchart in figure 5 shows the overview of the second step of DNLTT.  

As shown in figure 5, the second step of DNLTT algorithm starts with the input data from the 1st 
step. The data include location information of RFPs, remaining travel time to finish the route 
journey for each RFP, od pair id and time-period id. Moreover, it refers to all the RFPs of all time-
periods that have started their journey and have travelled for one time-period with different 
temporal offset on the network. In this step, the algorithm initially checks if the current time-period 
is during the simulation period, to continue the simulation. In addition, the algorithm checks if 
there are any RFPs, which did not reach their destination and ensures that the number of time 
updates for each RFP of each time-period does not exceed the maximum permitted value. In case, 
any RFP fulfills the criteria, DNLTT continues by updating the link travel times of the route for 
each RFP based on their location. Then the link cumulative travel time of each RFP, with respect 
to their location, is calculated and then decremented by the value of the time-period. For each value 
that turns negative in each time-period, the corresponding RFP is assigned to the flow matrix F 
for the specific time-period and the link. This process is repeated for each RFP till they either leave 
the network, or the simulation time is over. Furthermore, the process repeats for all the od pairs of 
all routes and all the time-periods. 

Once the simulation is over, the output of the algorithm is flow matrices for each route of the 
investigated network. As formerly mentioned, the rows of the flow matrix represent the links and 
the columns represent the time-periods. Therefore, aggregation of all the flow matrices based on 
the sum of the flow for each specific link and each specific time-period result in the time-dependent 
link flows over the investigated transportation network. 
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Figure 5 - DNLTT flowchart/ 2nd step 
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3.3 DNLTT on a Toy Network 
In order to better explain the algorithm, a simplified network as well as the detailed stepwise 
numerical description of the algorithm is presented in this chapter. 

The toy network consists of one OD pair and one route with 3 links from origin to destination with 
dedicated travel time to each link. The following figure depicts the shape of the network.  

 

 

 

                                                        

Figure 6- Representation of toy network, route share and RFPs 

 

In the figure above, each link is assigned a travel time, which corresponds to the travel duration 
on the link in each time-period. The link travel times might vary in different time periods. In order 
to present an example of network loading by DNLTT on this route, the information on routeflow 
in each time-period and for 2 time-periods as well as the link travel times is demonstrated in the 
following: 

 

Network information on 1st time period: 

{  
   
  
    
 �怠 = なの兼�券憲建�嫌建建怠怠 = の兼�券憲建�嫌建建態怠 = ば兼�券憲建�嫌建建戴怠 = ぬ兼�券憲建�嫌鶏�鶏怠怠 = の兼�券憲建�嫌鶏�鶏怠態 = の兼�券憲建�嫌鶏�鶏怠戴 = の兼�券憲建�嫌�怠 = にば懸�ℎ/ℎ��鶏怠怠 = ひ懸�ℎ/ℎ��鶏怠態 = ひ懸�ℎ/ℎ��鶏怠戴 = ひ懸�ℎ/ℎ

 

 

[建建怠怠, 建建怠態] 

L1 L2 L3 

Origin Destination 

��鶏態戴 ��鶏態態 ��鶏態怠 ��鶏怠戴 ��鶏怠態 ��鶏怠怠 

�態 �怠 
[建建態怠, 建建態態] [建建戴怠, 建建戴態] 
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Network information on 2nd time period: 

{  
   
  
    
 �態 = なの兼�券憲建�嫌建建怠態 = は兼�券憲建�嫌建建態態 = ぱ兼�券憲建�嫌建建戴態 = の兼�券憲建�嫌鶏�鶏態怠 = の兼�券憲建�嫌鶏�鶏態態 = の兼�券憲建�嫌鶏�鶏態戴 = の兼�券憲建�嫌�態 = ぬど懸�ℎ/ℎ��鶏態怠 = など懸�ℎ/ℎ��鶏態態 = など懸�ℎ/ℎ��鶏態戴 = など懸�ℎ/ℎ

 

 

In the presented network above, it is assumed that each time-period is divided into 3 PLPs. 
However, it should be noted that the division of each time-period into PLPs can be any desired 
number based on the granularity of flow aggregation and level of detail that is expected from the 
model output. As previously discussed, the number of PLPs for each time-period should be equal 
to number of RFPs. Consequently, the route share for each time-period should also be divided into 
three RFPs.  

The flow on each link and each time-period is assigned to a flow matrix F. The rows of the matrix 
represent the links of the route and the columns are the time-periods. As the route consists of 3 
links and the simulation runs for 2 time-periods, the flow matrix is of size 3 by 2.  

The initial step of DNLTT acts on the RFPs that enter the network during each time-period for the 
1st time. In the above toy network, firstly the cumulative travel time for each link in the route is 
calculated as following. 

ctt1 = [�建建怠怠 = ね兼�券, �建建態怠 = なな兼�券, �建建戴怠 = なね兼�券] 
ctt2 = [�建建怠態 = は兼�券, �建建態態 = なね兼�券, �建建戴態 = なひ兼�券] 
Afterwards, for each time-period the RFPs enter the network according to the PLPs. The flow on 
a link is assigned to the flow matrix, when it leaves the link. Therefore, subtracting the cumulative 
link travel time of each route and for each RFP by their corresponding PLPs indicates if an RFP 
has exited a link or not. This is recognized once any of the values in cumulative link travel times 
turn negative. For any negative value, the flow matrix is incremented by the value of RFP for the 
specific link and the specific time-period. For example, after running the simulation by DNLTT 
for the above network, the flow matrix F is as following. 
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Flow matrix F of the toy network after 1st iteration = [にばひ にどなどひ ど ] 
 

As it can be seen in the matrix above, all the RFPs from the 1st time-period pass the first link of 
the route, while only the 1st RFP which enters the network during the 1st PLP passes the 2nd and 
the 3rd link. In the 2nd time-period, there is no flow assigned to flow matrix for the last arriving 
RFP, as it does not exit any of the links of the route. Furthermore, the only RFP that passes the 2nd 
link of the route is the first-arriving RFP.  

In the 2nd step of the algorithm, the RFPs that have entered the network but have not finished their 
journey are handled. In the network above, the flow calculation for RFPs from the 2nd time-period 
is done only in the 2nd time-period, since afterwards the simulation time is over. However, the 
RFPs that have entered the network in the 1st time-period but have not yet resolved are handled 
for one more time-period as not all the RFPs have reached their destination. Firstly, the link travel 
times for the RFPs from the 1st time-period that are still on the network during the 2nd time-period 
are updated. The link travel times are updated for all the remaining links of the route for each RFP. 
Once the link travel time is updated for all the remaining links of all the RFPs, the remaining link 
cumulative travel time for each RFP is calculated. Afterwards, the updated values of cumulative 
link travel times are subtracted by the value of time-period. Thereafter, flow matrix is incremented 
for any negative value of link cumulative travel time for the specific link and time-period to the 
value of RFP. In the toy network that is presented in figure 6, the final flow matrix F is as the 
following: 

 

Flow matrix F of the toy network after 2nd iteration = [にばひ にどにぱひ なぱ] 
 

As it can be seen in the matrix F, the RFPs from the 1st time-period that did not resolve during the 
1st time-period, could reach the destination during the 2nd time-period. Therefore, the RFPs are 
assigned to the flow matrix for the specific link during the 2nd time-period. Furthermore, it is 
important to point out that there are some RFPs left on the network after the 2nd time-period, when 
the simulation time is over, and the algorithm terminates. 

 
  

τ1 τ2 

l1 

l3

l2 

τ2 

l1 

l2 

l3 

τ1 
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4 Stockholm case study 
In order to be able to evaluate the performance of DNLTT, it is essential to apply the algorithm on 
a real transportation network. Furthermore, to be able to validate the algorithm and present 
reasonable judgments on the output of DNLTT, it is necessary to compare its output with real data 
from sensor observation or other data sources of the studied network. Therefore, it is required to 
choose a time interval, in which the real traffic data can be extracted. Furthermore, the chosen time 
interval should include the desired traffic state (i.e. occurrence of congestion) for the study and 
application of DNLTT. 

Moreover, DNLTT merely deals with the last step of the four-step model (traffic assignment). The 
1st three steps of the four-step model are not considered in this work (trip generation, trip 
distribution, mode choice). However, to be able to perform the fourth step, the output of the 
previous steps should be available. Therefore, an existing OD matrix, which is divided by travel 
mode is used. As this thesis only studies the flow of cars on the network, the initial OD matrix 
needs to be calibrated based on the share of cars from all the vehicles on the network. Thus, any 
other vehicles such as heavy vehicles or two-wheelers are excluded from the initial OD matrix.  

In this section, an overview of the studied network is presented. The zones of the network as the 
source and the sink of the initial OD pairs are presented together with the road network. The section 
will continue with other features of the investigated network, such as the day of the study and the 
time-periods of the study. Thereafter, an overview of data collection process from radar sensors 
for calibration and validation of the algorithm is given. In the fourth part of the chapter, a short 
description of OD matrix generation is presented, followed by the method, used for route set 
generation and extraction of historical travel times. An overview of the dynamic behavior of 
available routes in the route choice set is described in the next section. The chapter ends with the 
description of the traffic assignment process on the investigated transportation network.  

 

4.1 Investigated Network 
There are different factors to be considered before making a choice regarding the investigated 
network. As the thesis aims at capturing the dynamics of the transportation network, it is of high 
importance for the investigated network to have as many variety of traffic states as possible. 
Therefore, it is important to choose an area, in which congestion occurs. Occurrence of congestion 
on the road network results in different route travel times for the same route in different time-
periods of the study, causing the choice of the shortest route in terms of travel time to vary over 
time.  

Moreover, the studied area must have enough data sources from the real traffic data, to be able to 
validate the developed method against real traffic data.  

Considering the above-said factors, a metropolitan area matches the desired criteria, to be chosen 
as the investigated network. In this thesis, Stockholm county is chosen as the transportation 
network to be further studied. Figure 7 depicts the overview of the network.  
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Figure 7 - Overview of the studied network - Stockholm county 

 

Even though the whole area of Stockholm county with all its internal trips is considered, a smaller 
area within the county is chosen to be investigated with higher resolution. In this area, the link 
flows obtained from DNLTT is compared against the actual link flows extracted from available 
data sources on the major roads. In a previous Stockholm case study done by Ding, et al. (2014) 
and Dahl & Davidsson (2016), Brunnsviken area inside Stockholm county is chosen to be 
investigate with higher level of detail. This area is a junction of the European routes E4, E18 and 
E20. In the above studies, it is mentioned that the route choice in terms of shortest travel time is 
dynamic, as a result of congestion occurrence in the area. Figure 8 shows Brunnsviken area inside 
Stockholm county. Furthermore, an OD pair with different route choices is displayed in this figure.    
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Figure 8 - Brunnsviken area/ OD pair with various route choices 

 

To model the traffic flow on the network, Stockholm county should be divided into smaller areas, 
called zones. The zones of the network operate as the sources and the sinks of the OD pairs. The 
zoning of Stockholm is usually based on SAMS (Small Areas for Market Statistics) zones, where 
there are 890 (792100 OD pairs) zones for the whole area. As the model must consider each OD 
pair separately, more zones result in longer computational time. Therefore, the number of zones 
and consequently the number of OD pairs are reduced in this study. 

Dahl & Davidsson (2016) reduce 890 SAMS zones to 50 zones, called VM zones. The zone 
reduction is done based on 3 different criteria. The outskirt municipalities are aggregated as a 
single zone, assuming that the traffic flow of these zones do not considerably affect the traffic flow 
inside Brunnsviken area. The municipalities around Brunnsviken like Stockholm municipality or 
Solna municipality are divided into smaller areas (bigger than SAMS zones). Finally, the zones 
around Brunnsviken resemble the SAMS zones, since their impact on the traffic flow inside 
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Brunnsviken is significant. Each VM zone inside Stockholm county resembles one or more SAMS 
zones. The following figure is an overview of VM zones.  

 

 

Figure 9 - VM zones (Dahl & Davidsson, 2016) 

 

After zoning the investigated area, to perform the traffic assignment, it is essential to have a road 
network with its associating links and nodes. As the roads around Brunnsviken, as the focus area, 
are rather larger roads and highways, the road network of this study is consisting of larger roads 
as well. Therefore, the available road network from NVDB (National Road Database), which 
consist of very detailed data from the road network, was modified to match the characteristics of 
the study. For example, the smaller residential links were removed from the network and each 
bidirectional link was replaced by 2 unidirectional links. For more information on the modification 
of NVDB data, interested reader can refer to Dahl & Davidsson (2016). The final road network 
includes 216109 links and is shown in the figure below. 
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Figure 10 - The road network of investigated area 

 

4.2 Time-periods 
As previously mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, it is important to choose a time interval 
for the study, in which different traffic states occur. In the best-case scenario, considering all the 
days of the week and the whole duration of the day results in the most reliable output. However, 
this will increase the computational time substantially. Therefore, an average traffic day of the 
week is chosen for this study. Furthermore, to capture the dynamics of the network, route choice 
sets and route shares, the time interval should reflect different route travel times for different time-
periods. Consequently, an interval in which congestion happens and resolves is potentially the 
most suitable choice. Kristofferson & Engelson (2008), use the time interval from 6:30 AM to 9:30 
AM in their work, which is also known as the extended morning peak period. The choice of the 
time-periods is the same in this study as well. During this time interval, the free flow traffic state 
rises to the morning peak and back to stable traffic state. Moreover, the time interval from 6:30 to 
9:30 should be sliced into shorter intervals, referred to as time-periods. The duration of time-
periods depends on the level of detail expected from the model. Shorter time-periods theoretically 
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result in higher level of details, while longer time periods have lower computational time. In this 
thesis, the time interval from 6:30 to 9:30 is divided into 12 time-periods of 15 minutes long. 

 

4.3 Sensor observations 
The evaluation of the developed network loading method is done by comparing the resulting link 
flows from DNLTT against real flows on the network from the available data sources. Since this 
thesis attempts to study Brunnsviken area more thoroughly, the link observations, also known as 
traffic counts are collected from the radar sensors around Brunnsviken area. The location of the 
sensors around Brunnsviken, used in this study, with their corresponding sensor-ids is depicted in 
figure 11. 

 

 

Figure 11 - Radar sensor locations (with their sensor-id) 

 As mentioned in 4.2, the model studies an average traffic day of the week. Thus, the data collection 
should be obtained as an average of the traffic counts for all the working days (Tuesday-Thursday). 
The traffic counts have been collected for each minute from 6:30 to 9:30 from Tuesday to Thursday 
and between 01.09.2015 to 01.10.2015. Then the average of the traffic counts for each minute and 
each detector is calculated and aggregated on 15 minutes intervals.  

The result of data extraction from radar sensors is the traffic counts of all types of vehicles that 
pass the sensors from any origin or any destination. However, as the work only studies the flow of 
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the cars on the network, the resulting traffic counts should be calibrated to match the traffic counts 
of the private cars. According to Swedish Transport Administration (Trafikverket, 2016a), 86% of 
the flow on European roads correspond to private cars. Furthermore, as the thesis does not take 
into account the vehicles that pass through Stockholm county, the traffic counts need to be 
calibrated just for the traffic flow inside the county. Based on Swedish Institute for Transport and 
Communication Analysis (SIKA), in 2020 the share of the private cars that pass through 
Stockholm county will be 163 from 400000 vehicles per AAWT (Annual Average Weekday 
Traffic) (SIKA, 2007). Therefore, the calibrated traffic counts can be calculated as the following: 

Calibrated Traffic counts = Sensor Reading * 0.86 * 0.99959 

The sensor readings need to be calibrated against traffic flows that have either their origin or their 
destination in Stockholm county as well. However, this has not been done in this case study. 

 

4.4 OD matrix generation 
Trafikverket (2016b), provides Sampers as the national model system for passenger transport. In 
this study, Sampers is used for the generation of the initial OD matrix. Initial OD demand that was 
generated for the peak hour between 7 AM to 8 AM describes the AADT (Average Annual Daily 
Traffic) and was modified as the following to match the specific criteria of the study: 

 All OD pairs that have their Origin or Destination (or both) outside Stockholm county were 
removed. 

 All the OD data from Sampers zones were aggregated to match the required initial OD data 
for VM zones. 

 OD pairs with no routes passing through Brunnsviken were eliminated since they do not 
have an impact on the link flows of this area. 

 OD demand within a zone (intra zonal traffic) is excluded from the study and only the 
interzonal traffic associating to OD pairs between zones is considered. 

Having the initial OD demand matrix for all VM zones and the peak hour, the OD matrix should 
be time sliced, so each time-period has its unique OD matrix. 

There are different approaches for time slicing an OD matrix, such as using the traffic counts or 
conducting surveys. Kristoffersson & Engelson (2008) use shares of OD matrix based on the 
calibration against traffic counts for the time between 6:30 AM to 9:30 AM with 15 minutes time- 
period intervals. In another study by Bjäring (2013) an AADT graph over the inner-city average 
was used to time slice the OD matrix into 15 minutes intervals from 6:30 AM to 9:30 AM. Dahl 
& Davidsson (2016), time sliced the OD matrix for peak hour based on 2 different approaches, 
including regional average traffic flow and traffic counts in Brunnsviken area. The same approach 
is taken in this work, however, as the final results from time-slicing of OD matrix is used from a 
previous study done by Dahl & Davidsson (2016), for further details, interested readers are referred 
to their work. 
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4.5 Route set generation & historical travel times 
As the focus of the study is Brunnsviken area, only some of the routes between each OD pair is of 
interest. All the routes that share a part with Brunnsviken area are considered for this work and the 
routes that do not pass Brunnsviken are excluded. Furthermore, all the parts of the route that are 
part of the intra zonal trips are neglected. Therefore, the start and end trip of each route will be 
accordingly the gravity point of origin zone and the gravity point of destination zone.   

As it is attempted in this thesis to obtain the route shares from initial OD matrix based on the 
duration of route travel time, it is vital to have a reliable source, from which the historical travel 
times can be extracted. More importantly, it is required to have route choice sets for all the OD 
pairs of each time-period, on which the initial demand could be distributed for each time-period. 
Hence, a route planning tool which can provide the route choice sets, and at the same time deliver 
reliable historical travel times for each route and each time-period is required. Additionally, the 
tool should be capable of offering the output in relation to the desired days of the year and the time 
of the days, so it is possible to capture the changes in travel times in relation to upcoming 
congestions on the route for the trips that have different starting times. Taking all the above-said 
key qualities into consideration, Google Directions API (Application Programming Interface) is 
chosen as the route planning tool. The availability of large data sets, regarding the historical travel 
times in Google Directions API, is assumed to have a direct relationship with the accuracy of them. 
Moreover, with Directions API, it is possible to have reasonable number of queries per day and 
choose the desired mode of transport. 

Google Directions API is mainly intended to calculate the distances between different locations as 
an HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) request. However, apart from the distance, there are other 
outputs from each request, including the travel time, start point and end point of the trip, number 
of turns etc. In addition, the number of turns that need to be made is also an output of the API as a 
series of waypoints, referred to as steps. The steps are mainly the travelers’ instructions, when they 
should make a change in their route. Each step is accompanied by its start point and end point 
geometry and its corresponding travel time. There are other outputs, included in the response from 
a query request, however, since they are not as important for this study, they will not be explained. 
Although, full description of the API together with all the information regarding its input and 
output can be found in Google-Directions-API (2017) documentation. The major inputs to the API 
to send a request, are the origin and the destination of the trip, the mode of transport and the start 
time of the trip as the date and time. There are other inputs that can be added to the request 
depending on the desired output, although they are all optional inputs. Another positive aspect of 
Google Directions API is that the major feature of the trip that is attempted to be optimized is the 
travel time, making the tool further suitable for this study. 

Each time that a request is sent to the server, a response including up to 3 routes is returned. Each 
route, has information about the necessary steps that need to be taken for the trip to be completed. 
As the network loading of this case study is performed on the steps of the routes, the required data 
from each step of each route is stored in the database. For more information on how the output of 
the query looks like and how it is stored in the database please refer to Dahl & Davidsson (2016). 
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A last step that needs to be done before network loading is to map match the extracted routes. 
Since, the flow for each link and each OD pair is calculated separately, to have the ultimate flow 
on each link, the flow data of the corresponding link should be aggregated. Therefore, it is required 
to map match the routes to have reasonable judgments on the links that they pass. As developing 
the map matching algorithm was not a part of this thesis, an existing algorithm is used to map 
match the routes to Stockholm transportation network. Interested readers on the part regarding the 
map matching are referred to (Jagadeesh, et al., 2004) and (Dahl & Davidsson, 2016). 

 

4.6 Dynamics of Google Routes 
A sent query to Google Directions API, is returned with up to 3 suggested routes as the response. 
However, for 12 different time-periods, the number of routes in the route choice set as well as the 
routes themselves might vary. More accurately, in some time-periods the demand is assigned to 
less than 3 routes. Furthermore, the returned routes from Directions API are not necessarily the 
same routes. This means that if accordingly, for each of the time-periods τ and τ + 1 and the same 
OD pair, there are 3 routes in the route choice set, all the 6 routes might be routes, which have at 
least one link that is not shared with the other routes, available in the route choice set in both time-
periods. In this case study, each OD pair has at least one route in its route choice set, where in 
some cases, an OD pair might have up to 10 routes for the 12 time-periods of the study horizon. 
Consequently, a route might repeat in the route choice set in multiple time-periods for an OD pair, 
whereas some other routes might be available in the route choice set in just one time-period. 

Dynamic routes in the returned route choice set are assigned with a route-index to be inserted in 
the database. Although, the route-index might be the same for the same OD pair in different time-
periods, but the routes might be unique and different from each other. In addition, as mentioned 
above, the number of route indices for each OD pair varies from 1 to 3 in different time-periods. 
Therefore, there are 4 different scenarios, to be considered in DNLTT algorithm before performing 
the network loading. 

 The assigned route-index to a specific route repeats in all 12 time-periods, and the routes 
are the same in all the 12 time-periods 

 The assigned route-index to a specific route repeats in less than 12 time-periods, and 
the routes are the same in all the time-periods. 

 The assigned route-index to a specific route repeats in all 12 time-periods, and there are 
at least 2 different routes with the same route-index 

 The assigned route-index to a specific route repeats in less than 12 time-periods, and 
there are at least 2 different routes with the same route-index.   

Each of the aforementioned cases should be handled accordingly in DNLTT algorithm, before 
performing the network loading. 
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4.7 Traffic assignment 
Traffic assignment is the process, in which the trip set of different zones is allocated to the 
transportation network. Different techniques of traffic assignment (static or dynamic) have been 
extensively used and applied on transportation networks by traffic modelers and researchers. 
Among all the existing techniques, dynamic traffic assignments are essential for being able to 
present valid judgments and reasonable planning methods for alternative transportation plans 
under the condition, in which the travel demand is dynamic and changes constantly over time.  

The aim of this thesis is to develop a dynamic network loading algorithm, whose major input is 
the (assumed known) historical travel times as well as the route flows, to be able to model a 
transportation network dynamically in defined time-periods. In this module, the initial demand, 
which is time-sliced according to the time-periods of the study (refer to section 4.4) is assigned to 
the available routes for each OD pair and each time-period (generated route choice sets in section 
4.5). The output of the module is time-dependent link flows on the transportation network. 
Moreover, a simple method, referred to as direct loading will be presented and described in this 
section and its output is compared to the output from the dynamic network loading algorithm 
(DNLTT).  

Traffic assignment consists of 3 steps, including route set generation, route share calculation and 
network loading. In the process of traffic assignment, the output of each step is the input to the 
next step in an iterative loop, where the main goal is to reach to a convergence criterion.  

 

4.7.1 Route Share Calculation 
Before performing the network loading, the share of each available route in the route choice set 
for each time-period and each OD pair should be calculated. Thereafter, it is possible to apply the 
demand on each route according to its share and perform the network loading.  

The method that is used in this thesis for route share calculation is a developed logit model and the 
only utility criteria that is considered for the model is the route travel time, meaning lower travel 
time of the route results in higher share of the route. Formula 4.1 represents the logit model that is 
used for the calculation of the share of route r from OD pair i. The utility function of the logit 
model, which takes route travel time into account, is shown in formula 4.2. 

 

Sharer, i  = 
���∑ �����=迭                                         (4.1) 

Vr  = -β.trτ
                                                                                                             (4.2) 

 

In formula 4.2, trk is the travel time of route r during the time-period τ. Parameter β in the utility 
function, refers to the level of impact of route travel time for route share calculation. Therefore, 
larger β values denotes the higher effect of route travel times on the route choice of a traveler, 
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while smaller β values implies that the route travel time plays a smaller role in the travelers’ route 
choice. Before making a choice regarding the β values, it is required to calibrate the logit model to 
know which β values produce the best output. The β values that generate link flows as close as 
possible to the observed link flows are the values that will be used in the logit model. 

Since the calibration of logit model and the choice of most suitable β values for the utility function 
is not a part of this study, an existing calibrated model with best β values from a previous existing 
study is chosen. For more details on the calibration process and selection of best β values, 
interested readers are referred to the study done by Dahl & Davidsson (2016) 

 

4.7.2 Network loading 
In this study, 2 different methods of network loading are performed and compared against real 
traffic flow data, obtained from sensor observation. Furthermore, the network loading is performed 
according to time-slicing of the initial OD matrix, based on Brunnsviken traffic flow and Regional 
average traffic flow (section 4.4). Once the route share from each one of the time-sliced OD 
matrices is calculated, the demand of each route is assigned to the routes in the route choice set 
(section 4.5). Table 8 provides an overview of the implemented network loading methods. 

 

Table 5 - Overview of the implemented network-loading methods 

Case OD matrix time-slicing Route choice model 
1 Brunnsviken cut Direct Loading 
2 Brunnsviken cut DNLTT 
3 Regional cut Direct Loading 
4 Regional cut DNLTT 

 

The 1st method which is referred to as DL (Direct Loading), distributes the route shares obtained 
from initial OD matrix to the transportation network for each time-period directly. This method is 
a rather simplified way of network loading as it assumes that all the demand of each route that 
enters the transportation network during each time-period, is resolved during the same time-period. 
More accurately, DL simplifies the dynamics of the network and presumes that all the demand of 
each time-period is on all the links of the route at the same time and reaches the destination by the 
end of the time-period. For example, if a route consists of 10 links and the share of the route for 
time-period τ is equal to 120 veh/h, DL assigns all 120 vehicles to all 10 links of the route at the 
same time. By the beginning of time-period τ+1, all the demand from time-period τ have left the 
network and the demand for time-period τ+1 is assigned to the network the same way as it is done 
for the previous time-period. The real duration of route travel time, for the route flows to resolve 
from the network is not considered in this method. Therefore, the impact of congestion on the 
network is not accounted in this method either. However, this method can anyhow give a good 
basis for further comparisons and work as a basis for judging on the effectiveness of dynamic 
network loading algorithm (DNLTT).   
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The 2nd method of network loading is according to DNLTT algorithm, explained in chapter 3. In 
this module, the main input is the (assumed known) historical travel times of the route and the 
output is the time-dependent link flows of the investigated network.  

As explained in chapter 3, to perform network loading using DNLTT algorithm, there are some 
pre-actions that should be taken. For example, the share of each route from the demand should be 
divided into smaller shares, referred to as RFPs. Furthermore, each time-period of the whole 
simulation period should be divided into shorter intervals, called PLPs. The number of RFPs and 
PLPs for each time-period during the whole simulation period is equal and each of the RFPs enter 
the transportation network in the beginning of each PLP in each time-period. Once the RFPs have 
entered the network, DNLTT keeps track of them on the network till they have completely 
resolved. The link travel times of the network can be dynamic, meaning that a change in the traffic 
state, such as an upcoming congestion, might result in higher link travel times and vice versa when 
an existing congestion is resolved. The link travel time of the RFPs, whose trip duration last more 
than one time-period, is updated according to their current location on the network and the link 
travel time in the new time-period. This process terminates when there are no RFPs left on the 
network or the simulation time is over.  

Table 9 provides an overview of how the demands and time-periods are divided into PLPs and 
RFPs.  

 

Table 6 - Different PLP/ RFP partition for performing DNLTT 

Case OD matrix time-slicing Network Loading 
Method 

Number of RFP and PLP partition 
for each time-period 

1 Brunnsviken cut DNLTT 3 

2 Regional cut DNLTT 3 

 

All in all, 2 different methods are used to perform the final network loading. These methods result 
in 4 different network loading scenarios, either because of different time slicing of the initial OD 
matrix, or because of the different implemented network loading methods (DL or DNLTT). 

The output of the network loading is time-dependent link flows over the investigated transportation 
network. The output shows how the flows vary over time on different time-periods and different 
link and routes of the network.  

The next chapter provides a detailed description of the results, obtained from network loading and 
the corresponding data analysis. 
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5 Data Analysis 
Network loading analysis and output of different methods are evaluated according to different 
criteria, presented in the previous section and shown in tables 5 and 6. The results of network 
loading by the methods of DNLTT and DL are evaluated based on GEH statistics, presented in 
section 2.7. In the 1st part of the chapter, DNLTT algorithm is evaluated on a represented toy 
network. The geospatial analysis of DNLTT algorithm and the propagation of flow on the links of 
the Stockholm transportation network is shown and discussed in the second part of this section. 
The effects of warm-up periods and the results of network loading for different β values is shown 
in the following sections. The representation of the flow comparison between calculated flows 
from DNLTT, DL and observed flows from radar sensors is shown and discussed in this chapter. 
The last section shows the statistical analysis of flow calculations for different methods and 
different scenarios. 

 

5.1 Analysis of DNLTT on a Toy Network 
In figure 12, a toy network is demonstrated, consisting of 7 links on the route. Each of the links 
are allocated a travel time, which might vary according to the level of congestion on the route. 
Different cases of possible congestion on the route is considered, including no congestion, 
moderate congestion and severe congestion. The congestion starts on link 5 of the route and 
propagates upstream to link 2. Link travel times in each of the congestion cases vary. The link 
flows of the route are studied in 12 time-periods, starting from 6:30 AM till 9:30 AM with the 
length of each time-period equal to 15 minutes. Table 9, represents the congestion scenarios at 
each time-period with table 8 having the link travel times for each scenario. Constant flow equal 
to 120 veh/h is loaded on the route for each time-period.  

In order to evaluate the performance of DNLTT under different network states, 3 network loading 
scenarios with different link travel times (according to the level of congestion) are performed and 
the results for the selected links is shown in figures 13 and 14. Figure 13 demonstrates the link 
flow for link 4 of the route, located upstream of the congestion in different time-periods and for 
each network state scenario. Flow on link 6, which is downstream of the congestion is shown in 
figure 14 in each time-period and for different network state scenarios.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 7 - Toy Network Speed/ Link Travel Time Information in different Scenarios 

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 

Figure 12 - Representation of toy network 
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Table 8 - Travel Time Information for Different Network States 

 No Congestion Moderate Congestion  Severe Congestion 
Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 

6:30 – 6:45 Speed profile 1 Speed profile 1 Speed profile 1 
6:45 – 7:00 Speed profile 1 Speed profile 1 Speed profile 1 
7:00 – 7:15 Speed profile 1 Speed profile 1 Speed profile 2 
7:15 – 7:30 Speed profile 1 Speed profile 2 Speed profile 2 
7:30 – 7:45 Speed profile 1 Speed profile 2 Speed profile 3 
7:45 – 8:00 Speed profile 1 Speed profile 2 Speed profile 3 
8:00 – 8:15 Speed profile 1 Speed profile 3 Speed profile 3 
8:15 – 8:30 Speed profile 1 Speed profile 3 Speed profile 3 
8:30 – 8:45 Speed profile 1 Speed profile 2 Speed profile 2 
8:45 – 9:00 Speed profile 1 Speed profile 2 Speed profile 2 
9:00 – 9:15 Speed profile 1 Speed profile 1 Speed profile 1 
9:15 – 9:30 Speed profile 1 Speed profile 1 Speed profile 1 

 

Link Link Length 
(km) 

Speed profile 1 Speed profile 2 Speed profile 3 
Speed 
(km/h) 

Travel time 
(min) 

Speed 
(km/h) 

Travel time 
(min) 

Speed 
(km/h) 

Travel time 
(min) 

L1 19.8 70 17 70 17 70 17 
L2 9.3 70 8 50 11 50 11 
L3 5.8 70 5 50 7 50 7 
L4 8.2 70 7 50 9.8 20 29.4 
L5 3.5 70 3 50 4.2 20 10.5 
L6 5.8 70 5 70 5 70 5 
L7 8.2 70 7 70 7 70 7 

Time 
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Figure 13 - Comparison of Flow on the link 4 of the route in different Network State 

 

 

 

Figure 14 - Comparison of Flow on the link 6 of the route in different Network State 
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5.2 Resulting Link Flows on the Network 
Performing the network loading by DNLTT results in link flows of the network routes for different 
time-periods. Figure 15 depicts the link flows on all the routes of the network. Figure 16 shows 
the link flows of the routes around Brunnsviken lake. In both figures, the thickness of the links is 
scaled according to the existing flow on the links. Furthermore, both figures show the resulting 
link flows for the time from 8:00 to 8:15. 

 

 

Figure 15 - Resulting Link Flows on all the routes of the Network (8 – 8:15) 

 

 

Figure 16 - Resulting Link Flows on the routes around Brunnsviken Lake (8 – 8:15) 
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5.3 Analysis of flow propagation on the links of the route 
As DNLTT dynamically loads the RFPs on the transportation network for each PLP and during 
the whole simulation time, an interesting aspect to be further studied is to visualize the propagation 
of flow on the routes of the network. Therefore, an OD pair (OD pair number 153) with one of its 
suggested routes that is the same for all 6 time-periods is chosen. The chosen OD pair has its origin 
close to Arlanda airport and after passing the Western part of Brunnsviken lake terminates around 
the city center. Figures 17 and 18 demonstrates the chosen route of the OD pair and the flow on 
each link of the route for 6 chosen time-periods (time-periods 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12) of the study. 
The width of the routes is according to the magnitude of flow on each link. The following figures 
depict the results of simulation with no warm-up period. As it can be seen in the figure for the 2nd 
time-period, the last links of the route are assigned the flow equal to zero, since none of the RFPs 
have left these links. Another interesting aspect, shown in the figures is the varying length of the 
links. The start and end of each link is shown with the light purple points. As Google directions 
API has its own definition of the links, the length of the links can alter from hundreds of meters to 
just couple of meters in different cases. 

 

 

Figure 17 - Link flows for the 1st route of OD 153/ time-period 2 (left) and time-period 4 (right) 
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Figure 18 - Link flows for the 1st route of OD 153/ time-period 6 (up - left), 8 (up -  right), 10 (down - left), 12 (down - right)  
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5.4 Analysis of incoming link flow from all the OD pairs 
In order to analyze and study the variation of the flow on a specific link, 2 different links from the 
network are chosen. One of the links is a mainline link and is located on the East side of 
Brunnsviken lake and hosts the North-going traffic (E18-N). Figure 19 shows the investigated link 
and the traffic direction. E18N serves 159 OD pairs as a part of their route. Figure 20, depicts all 
the route flows, affecting the link flow on E18N.  

 

 

Figure 19 - Representation of Investigated Link (E18N0 

 

 

Figure 20 - All the route flows sharing E18N in all time-periods 
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Figure 21, represents the comparison of calculated link flows by DNLTT with 2 warm-up periods 
and according to Brunnsviken time-slicing of initial OD pairs against the observed flows from 
radar sensor from 6:30 to 9:30. Figure 22, shows 10 of 159 OD pairs with the highest impact of 
flow on E18N with time-slicing the initial OD pairs based on Brunnsviken traffic flow.  

 

 

Figure 21 - Calculated link flow on E18N by DNLTT (2 wp) vs Link observation from sensor, Brunnsviken cut 

 

 

Figure 22 -Highest route flows affecting the link flow on E18N, Brunnsviken cut 
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Figures 23 and 24 show the same analysis as figures 21 and 22, with the difference in time-slicing 
of the initial OD matrix. In the 2 following figures, the initial OD matrix is time-sliced based on 
regional average traffic flow. 

 

 

Figure 23  - Calculated link flow on E18N by DNLTT (2 wp) vs Link observation from sensor, Regional cut 

 

 

 

Figure 24 – Highest route flows affecting the link flow on E18N, Regional cut 
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In addition to E18N, an off-ramp is also chosen for link flow analysis. The link is located on the 
West side of Brunnsviken lake and serves as an off-ramp for the South-going traffic on E4. Figure 
25 shows the overview of the link location and the direction of traffic.  

 

 

Figure 25 - Representation of Investigated link (E4 off-ramp) 

 

The analysis of link flow for E4 off-ramp is done for both initial OD matrices, time-sliced 
according to Brunnsviken and Regional average traffic flow. This link hosts as a part of the route 
for 231 OD pairs. Figure 26, represents the comparison of calculated link flows by DNLTT with 
2 warm-up periods and according to Brunnsviken time-slicing of initial OD matrix against the 
observed flows from radar sensor from 6:30 to 9:30. Figure 27, shows 10 of 231 OD pairs with the 
highest impact of flow on E4 off-ramp with time-slicing of the initial OD pairs based on 
Brunnsviken traffic flow.  
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Figure 26  - Calculated link flow on E4 off-ramp by DNLTT (2 wp) vs Link observation from sensor, Brunnsviken cut 

 

 

 

Figure 27 – Highest route flows affecting the link flow on E4 off-ramp, Brunnsviken cut 
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Figures 28 and 29 depicts the same analysis as figures 26 and 27, although the time-slicing of the 
initial OD matrix is according the Regional average traffic flow. 

 

 

Figure 28 - Calculated link flow on E4 off-ramp by DNLTT (2 wp) vs Link observation from sensor, Regional cut 

 

 

 

Figure 29 – Highest route flows affecting the link flow on E4 off-ramp, Regional cut 
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5.5 Warm-up Period 
As the dynamic network loading inserts the demand on the network routes gradually, the absence 
of warm-up periods might cause considerable errors in the final calculated link flow. The error can 
be substantial specially in the beginning of simulation, where there is no flow on any link. 
Therefore, an analysis on the impact of warm-up periods is done for the calculated link flows by 
DNLTT method. The comparison of link flows for the simulations with no warm-up period, 1 
warm-up period and 2 warm-up periods is performed, and the results are shown in the following 
figures. In each case, the calculated flows are compared against the obtained flows from radar 
sensors.    

Figure 30, depicts the results of analysis on the influence of warm-up periods on final link flows 
for the link E18N and the time-slicing of the initial OD matrix based on Brunnsviken traffic flow. 
The same analysis is done for the south-going traffic on E18 in figure 31. 

 

 

Figure 30 - Impact of warm-up period on resulting link flows (E18N – Brunnsviken Cut) 
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Figure 31 - Impact of warm-up period on resulting link flows (E18S – Brunnsviken Cut) 

 

Figures 32 and 33, show the impact of warm-up periods on the links E18N and E18S, when the 
initial OD matrix is time-sliced based on Regional average traffic flow.    

 

 

Figure 32 - Impact of warm-up period on resulting link flows (E18N – Regional Cut) 
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Figure 33 - Impact of warm-up period on resulting link flows (E18S – Regional Cut) 
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5.6 Analysis of different β values for Brunnsviken Calibration Links 
An influencing factor on the final output of the DNLTT model is the β values, used for route share 
calculation. Therefore, an analysis on the possibility of improvement of the model output by 
changing the β values is performed for the initial OD matrix, which is time-sliced according to 
Brunnsviken traffic flow. It is important to note that the β values, used for the network loading by 
DL method is certainly producing the best results in terms of statistical analysis. For more 
information on the process of choosing the best β values, please refer to Dahl & Davidsson (2016). 
However, as it is not assured that the same β values have the same effect on the results of DNLTT 
network loading, the process of route share calculation and network loading according to DNLTT 
method, is done for some β values, represented in the following table. 

 

Table 9 - β values for different network loading scenarios 

case OD matrix time-slicing Network Loading Method β values 

1 Brunnsviken cut DNLTT 0.3 

2 Brunnsviken cut DNLTT 0.4 

3 Brunnsviken cut DNLTT 0.5 

4 Brunnsviken cut DNLTT 0.6 

5 Brunnsviken cut DNLTT 0.7 

6 Brunnsviken cut DNLTT 0.8 

7 Brunnsviken cut DNLTT 4 

8 Brunnsviken cut DNLTT 8 

9 Brunnsviken cut DNLTT 12 

10 Brunnsviken cut DNLTT 16 
 

Following figures, represent the result of network loading by DNLTT method and different β 
values for the link, located on the East side of Brunnsviken lake, hosting the north-going traffic. 
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Figure 34 - Resulting link flows for DNLTT method and different β values on E18N, Brunnsviken cut 
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5.7 Comparison of link flows 
The obtained link flows from different methods of network loading can be compared against 
observed link flows from radar sensors, to evaluate the performance of the methods and to check 
how well the calculated link flows match the observed link flows from radar sensors.  

The initial step to take toward the evaluation of the methods by comparison of the link flows is to 
select some radar sensors, from which the observed flows of the network can be extracted. Also, 
it is important to choose the sensors which are around Brunnsviken area, since the focus of the 
study is this area. As shown in figure 11, there are number of sensors located around Brunnsviken 
lake, on both E4 and E18. While there are plenty of sensors on E4 to be selected for data analysis, 
there are just 3 radar sensors on E18. Since it is important to compare the link flows on both 
directions, the selected sensors should be on both sides of the road to reflect the amount of flow 
on both directions. Therefore, sensor number 2 for North-going traffic and sensor number 3 for 
South-going traffic are chosen for E18 on the right side of Brunnsviken lake. As there are multiple 
options to choose from on E4, the sensors that have been chosen are sensor number 251 for North-
going traffic and sensor number 588 for South-going traffic. The sensors that have been chosen on 
E4 are located in between an on and off-ramp. 

The simulation is performed according to both generated OD matrices, based on different time-
slicing distribution of Brunnsviken cut as well as Regional cut. Furthermore, for each time-sliced 
OD matrix and each OD pair within the OD matrix, the network loading is done based on both 
methods (DNLTT and DL). Moreover, the simulation for DNLTT method is ran with 2 warm-up 
periods. The result of network loading in the shape of time-dependent link flows is obtained from 
all the loading scenarios presented in table 8. The calculated link flows for the 4 above-said sensors 
are chosen for further analysis. Apart from the calculated link flows, it is also of interest to 
investigate the network state, to have an idea of the possible reasons in variation of link flows on 
the network. Therefore, together with time-dependent link flow of each sensor, there is a 
representation of speed information from the same sensor. The speed data is extracted for each 
minute from 6:30 AM to 9:30 AM between 01.09.2015 to 01.10.2015. The arithmetic average 
speed is calculated for each minute during the study period. Furthermore, an arithmetic average of 
the speed for each time-period is computed based on the average aggregation of each minute speed 
for the associating time-period. In addition to the obtained speed from the sensor data, the speed 
according to obtained data form Google directions API is calculated as well and compared against 
the speed from radar sensors. 

Moreover, a representation of available OD pairs on each link that associate to each sensor is 
shown. The goal is to evaluate how changes in traffic state and flow fluctuations can influence the 
route choice sets and the decision of drivers to take a specific route. Furthermore, as previously 
discussed, Google directions API can suggest up to 3 routes for each time-period once a route 
choice request is sent to the server. Therefore, it is appealing to investigate what number of OD 
pairs share the same link for their suggested routes and how the impact of congestion or a change 
in the state of the network can influence the choice of the route for drivers.  

Figure 35, represents the results of network loading from both methods of DL and DNLTT (2 
warm-up periods) in comparison to flow from radar sensors. 
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Figure 35 - Comparison of resulting link flows from DNLTT & DL compared to observed flows (Brunnsviken cut/ E18-North) 

.  

The following figure represent the values of the same sensor as the above sensor, although the 
time-slicing of the initial OD matrix is done according to Regional cut. 

 

 

Figure 36 -  Comparison of resulting link flows from DNLTT & DL compared to observed flows (Regional cut/ E18-North) 
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In figure 37, the speed obtained from radar sensor is compared to speed from Google directions 
API for the E18N. 

 

 

Figure 37 – Sensor Speed from radar sensors vs Google Speed from Directions API on E18N 

 

Figure 38, depicts the number of OD pairs on E18N in each time-period. 

 

 

Figure 38 - Number of OD pairs using the link on E18-North in each time-period 
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Sensor 3, located on E18 collects traffic data for the South-going traffic. Figures 39 and 40 show 
the obtained flows from the network loading by different methods (DL & DNLTT) and different 
time-slicing distribution of the initial OD matrix, compared to the observed flows from radar 
sensors. 

 

 

Figure 39 - Comparison of resulting link flows from DNLTT & DL compared to observed flows (Brunnsviken cut/ E18-South) 

 

 

 

Figure 40 - Comparison of resulting link flows from DNLTT & DL compared to observed flows (Regional cut/ E18-South) 
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The comparison of speed from sensor 3 and Google directions API for E18S is shown in figure 
41. 

 

 

Figure 41 - Sensor Speed from radar sensors vs Google Speed from Directions API on E18S 

 

The number of OD pairs on E18S for each time-period of the study is represented in figure 42. 

 

 

Figure 42 - Number of OD pairs using the link on E18-South in each time-period 
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Figures 43 and 44, show the resulting link flows on E4N from both network loading methods, 
compared to observed flows from radar sensors. Figure 43, represent the model output for the 
initial OD matrix, time-sliced according to Brunnsviken traffic flow, and figure 44 shows the 
output for the OD matrix, time-sliced according to Regional average traffic flow. 

 

 

Figure 43 - Comparison of resulting link flows from DNLTT & DL compared to observed flows (Brunnsviken cut/ E4-North) 

 

 

Figure 44 - Comparison of resulting link flows from DNLTT & DL compared to observed flows (Regional cut/ E4-North) 
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The comparison of obtained speed from radar sensor on E4N and directions API is shown in 
figure 45.  

 

 

Figure 45 - Sensor Speed from radar sensors vs Google Speed from Directions API on E4N 

 

Figure 46, shows the number of OD pairs on E4N in each time-period of the study. 

 

 

Figure 46 - Number of OD pairs using the link on E4-North in each time-period 
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Figures 47 and 48 represent the flow comparison for both network loading methods (DL & 
DNLTT) and the observed flows from radar sensors for the 2 time-sliced OD matrix of 
Brunnsviken cut and Regional cut accordingly.  

 

 

Figure 47 - Comparison of resulting link flows from DNLTT & DL compared to observed flows (Brunnsviken cut/ E4-South) 

 

 

Figure 48 - Comparison of resulting link flows from DNLTT & DL compared to observed flows (Regional cu/ E4-South) 
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The obtained speed from radar sensors on the south-going traffic on E4 is shown in figure 49 and 
compared to the speed from Google directions API.  

 

 

Figure 49 - Sensor Speed from radar sensors vs Google Speed from Directions API on E4S 

 

The number of OD pairs on E4S is shown in figure 50 for all the time-periods of study. 

 

 

Figure 50 - Number of OD pairs using the link on E4-South in each time-period 
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5.8 Statistical analysis of calculated link flows  
As previously discussed (section 2.7), GEH statistics is a commonly used criterion, for which the 
validity of a traffic model can be tested. This approach can replace the direct comparison of 
calculated flows from a traffic model and the observed flows from available resources.  

In order for a traffic model to be an acceptable fit, there are some conditions on the calculated 
values of GEH (table 3 and table 4), depending on the model application. GEH values less than 5 
provide an acceptable fit, GEH values between 5 and 10 are still acceptable but with a possibility 
of a bad data or model error and GEH values bigger than 10 are most likely a sign that the model 
is not valid, or the data is not reliable.  

In the following table, share of GEH (GEH less than 5 and GEH less than 10) values from the flow 
is provided. These values are just for the sensors, for which the direct flow comparison in section 
5.1 is represented (sensors 2, 3, 251, 588). GEH values are calculated according to calculated link 
flows and observed link flows from radar sensors for each link and each time-period. The share of 
GEH values less than 5 & 10 based on all time-periods of each link, as well as the values of total 
GEH for each link (according to network loading method) is provided in table 10.  

 

Table 10 - GEH analysis of flow on the calibration links  

Sensor Loading Method Time-slicing Distribution Share GEH<5 Share GEH<10 Total GEH 

E18 – North DNLTT Brunnsviken cut 0.75 0.83 53.5 
E18 – North DL Brunnsviken cut 0.75 0.92 57.6 

E18 – North DNLTT Regional cut 0.42 0.75 87.4 

E18 – North DL Regional cut 0.42 0.75 72.7 
E18 – South DNLTT Brunnsviken cut 0.17 0.25 254.4 

E18 – South DL Brunnsviken cut 0 0 290.6 

E18 – South DNLTT Regional cut 0.083 0.083 286.2 
E18 – South DL Regional cut 0.083 0.167 285.3 

E4 – North DNLTT Brunnsviken cut 0.75 0.91 49.5 

E4 – North DL Brunnsviken cut 0.91 1 31.7 
E4 – North DNLTT Regional cut 0.5833 0.833 81.7 

E4 – North DL Regional cut 0.5 0.75 85.3 

E4 – South DNLTT Brunnsviken cut 0 0.088 191.5 
E4 – South DL Brunnsviken cut 0 0.088 171.1 

E4 – South DNLTT Regional cut 0.167 0.333 187.3 

E4 – South DL Regional cut 0.167 0.416 173.1 
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The distribution of GEH values for the 4 chosen links (E4N, E4S, E18N, E18S) is demonstrated 
in figures 51 and 52. In figure 51, the network loading is performed based on DNLTT and DL and 
the initial OD matrix, time-sliced according to Brunnsviken traffic flow.  

 

Figure 51 - Distribution of GEH values for 4 chosen links and Brunnsviken time-sliced OD matrix 

 

In figure 52, network loading is performed according to both methods of DNLTT and DL, and 
with the initial OD matrix, time-sliced based on average regional traffic flow. 

 

 

Figure 52 - Distribution of GEH values for 4 chosen links and Regional time-sliced OD matrix 
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5.9 Network loading analysis 
In this section, the comparison of results from different network loading scenarios and their 
associating influencing factors is discussed in detail. 

 

5.9.1 Obtained results from DNLTT on the toy network 
As shown in figures 13 and 14, the algorithm reflects the changes in the network state by flow 
discrepancy on the same links and for different network states. In figure 13, which depicts the 
changes in the link flow, located upstream of the location of congestion, for both network states 
of moderate and severe congestion, the link flow decreases from the beginning of the 3rd time-
period. The decreasing trend for the network state with severe congestion is clearly more 
substantial. In figure 14, the link flow on the downstream of the location of congestion has a larger 
decrease in both congestion cases, compared to the decline in the flow for the link, located 
upstream of the congestion. This is mainly due to the RFPs that are stuck on the upstream links, 
because of congestion. Therefore, DNLTT reflects the influences of congestion, due to higher link 
travel times for different network states. However, it can be seen in both figures, that the flow has 
a sudden considerable increase on links 4 and 6 in time-periods 7 and 6 accordingly. The rapid 
growth in the values of flow might be irrational in some cases, where the link flows exceed the 
link capacities.  

 

5.9.2 Impact of route flows affecting link flows, warm-up periods and β values 
In figures 22, 24, 27 and 29, the highest route flows that influence the final calculated link flows 
for 2 links (E18N, E4 off-ramp) and according to different time-slicing of OD matrix is shown. 
Although, the figures do not exhibit all the route flows affecting the link flows on the 2 chosen 
links, but in most of the cases the variation of route flows, can be seen in the trend of final 
calculated link flow. For instance, in figure 21, the calculated link flows have their local minimum 
values at 8:30, where the route flows (figure 22) represent a downward trend as well. However, in 
some other cases, not all the route flows exhibit the same trend as the calculated link flows. In 
figure 22, the global minimum for calculated link flows can be seen at 7:45, where at the same 
time-period, the route flows (figure 22), represent both upward and downward trend in their values.  

DNLTT performs the network loading on an empty network, where there are no previous link 
flows. Therefore, the absence of vehicles on the network for the starting time-periods of the 
simulation can cause significant errors on the values of the link flows. Hence, the analysis on the 
influence of warm-up periods is performed for the investigated network in this study and the results 
are shown in the section 5.5. It can clearly be seen in figures 30 to 33, that the link flows in the 
initial 2 time-periods of the simulation can be considerably different for different number of war-
up periods. The discrepancy in the link flows is even more obvious, where the simulation is 
performed with no initial warm-up period, where the values of the link flows are far from the 
observed link flows, obtained from radar sensors. However, starting from the 3rd time-period, the 
calculated link flows in all 3 scenarios, tend to have similar trend as each other, but it can be clearly 
concluded that it is vital to have warm-up periods, before the start of the main simulation.  
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As it can be seen in figure 34, the network loading does not show sensitivity to different values of 
β for route share calculation. Although, it is attempted to choose a wide range of β values to assess 
its impact on the final calculated link flows, the final results demonstrate very minor changes in 
the values of calculated link flows. However, it is important to point out that different β values, 
resulted in better estimation of calculated link flows for some specific links during some certain 
time-periods. 

5.9.3 Comparison of different network loading scenarios with observed flow from radar 
sensors 
In section 5.7, the results of network loading for 4 different chosen links, located around 
Brunnsviken lake, compared to the actual link flows, obtained from radar sensors is represented. 
In this section, the detailed analysis of obtained results is studied and discussed. 

In figures 35 and 36, although both network loading methods do not thoroughly reproduce the 
shape of the line, for the observed link flow, the shape of the graph, obtained from DNLTT method 
better reflects the dynamics of the network in some time-periods. This is especially seen in 8th 
time-period, where the graph, representing DNLTT shows the same low peak as the graph 
representing the sensor observation.  

In figure 39, although both figures of calculated link flows show the same trend as observed flows 
from the 4th time-period, but the graph, representing DNLTT method has a sudden growth from 
the 2nd to 4th time-period. The results of both network loading methods can potentially be improved 
by a better estimation of initial OD matrix. In figure 40, which demonstrates the link flows for the 
OD matrix, time-sliced according to Regional average traffic flow, the shape of the graphs for the 
calculated link flows show a different trend, compared to the shape of the graph, showing the 
observed flows from radar sensors. 

The calculated flows for both methods very well resemble the observed flows in figure 43, where 
the initial OD matrix is time-sliced according to Brunnsviken traffic flow. In figure 44, DNLTT 
method resembles the observed flows much better, compared to DL method. This can be clearly 
seen for the time between 7:15 to 8:15, where DNLTT avoids the convex shape of the link flows, 
obtained from DL method. 

In figure 47, both methods of the link flow calculations show the same trend as the observed flows. 
Although, a better initial OD estimation can potentially reproduce the calculated link flows closer 
to observed values. However, in figure 48, which shows the link flows for the same link but with 
different time-sliced OD matrix, the graphs for the calculated flows represent a different trend as 
the observed flows. 

In both cases of figure 40 and 48, where the calculated link flows and the observed flows have 
different graph shapes, the obtained speed from radar sensors and Google directions API, are 
different as well. In both cases in figures 41 and 49, although the sensor speed increases 
considerably, the speed from Google directions API keeps roughly a constant amount.  

According to table 10, the statistical analysis of link flows based on the share of GEH does not 
show any obvious improvement in DNLTT compared to DL. However, it should be noted that for 
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the OD matrix that is time-sliced according to Brunnsviken cut, OD flows are already adapted to 
the observed link flows. Therefore, in most of the cases, where Brunnsviken time-sliced OD matrix 
is chosen for the network loading, DL shows better performance compared to DNLTT. 
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6 Discussion & Future work 
The discussion on the data analysis, the possible model malfunction and the potential deficiency 
on the data set, used for route share calculation and network loading is presented in this chapter. 
Furthermore, prospective approaches to improve the model output is discussed in this chapter. 

 

6.1 Performance of DNLTT algorithm 
DNLTT algorithm attempts to capture the dynamics of a transportation network, according to 
variation of link and route travel times. Therefore, it is vital for the algorithm to be able to update 
the travel times according to the time, the trip is made. This issue becomes more important, in 
cases where a sudden incident in the network causes the link travel times to increase dramatically, 
or when the dissipation of an incident reduces the link travel times back to normal. Although, 
DNLTT can reflect the impacts of longer travel times well, but the main issue rises for the cases, 
where the network state and the link travel times go back to normal. In these situations, a sudden 
increase in the link flows can be seen, which might even exceed the capacity of the links. 
Therefore, an improved queue dissipation model potentially enhances the performance of DNLTT 
in such scenarios.  

In the performed case study, the RFPs are loaded on the routes of the network in 3 PLPs, with the 
time interval of 5 minutes between PLPs. Decreasing the time interval between PLPs (increasing 
the number of PLPs) and loading the route more frequent with higher number of RFPs might 
possibly improve the final results of the calculated link flows.  

DNLTT algorithm does not consider the link capacities. Therefore, in some cases the flow on a 
link might exceed its capacity. Clearly, an improved algorithm which takes the link capacities into 
account results in more realistic model output. Furthermore, as previously mentioned, flow is 
assigned to a link, when RFPs exit the link. Therefore, the RFPs, which did not complete their 
journey on a link are not considered as the flow on the corresponding link. Another approach for 
link flow calculation is to assign the link flow with the value of RFPs, once RFPs enter a link. The 
comparison of both scenarios provides a better clarification on the assignment of RFPs to the links. 
Thus, it is possible to judge which case provides closer results to reality.  

 

6.2 Limitations on the available data set 
DNLTT attempts to capture the dynamic behavior of a transportation network, by the fluctuations 
of link and route travel times in different time-periods of the study. Therefore, it is vital for the 
available data set to represent the network dynamics thoroughly. Although, Google directions API 
is a liable route planning tool, but the link and route travel times are not necessarily reflecting the 
network dynamics in different time-periods of the study. The issue is more crucial in cases, where 
the travel time forecast is requested for farther future. In such cases, the link and route travel times 
are very likely to stay constant for the study horizon, or to have very minor variations.  
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In the case study, performed in this thesis, the obtained travel time data is the Google forecast for 
6 months in advance. Although, DNLTT performs well in cases, where the network state and 
consequently the road functioning class changes, but the obtained travel time forecast from Google 
does not replicate the changes in the network state for different time-periods of the study horizon. 
For example, even though, increased link travel times for the links around Brunnsviken is expected 
for the peak hour, the link travel times tend to stay constant or have very minor variations (up to 2 
seconds) for all the 12 time-periods of the study. Consequently, DNLTT output is not reflecting 
the network dynamics and the fluctuations of the link flow well for some of the links around 
Brunnsviken. Furthermore, Google directions API can be used for obtaining link travel times for 
the current and future traffic states, where there is no certain information on the probable incidents 
on the network, which might result in higher travel times. However, it is of interest to check the 
model output with available link travel times from previous network information. In such case, all 
the real link travel times are available with determined information on the incidents and 
congestions in the network. Therefore, it would be possible to better judge on the output of 
DNLTT. Alternative data sources, where the link travel times better imitate the actual link travel 
times of the network might possibly result in better link flow estimations.  

Google directions API attempts to provide the road users with the maximum of up to 3 shortest 
routes in terms of travel time for each OD pair during each time-period. However, as the route 
travel times change between different time-periods, the available routes in the route choice set 
might vary as well. Consequently, some routes that might be available in the route choice set during 
some time-periods, might disappear in some other time-periods. As a result, the information on 
the link travel times for the routes that are not available in all time-periods is lost for the time-
periods, where there is still flow on these routes, but the routes are not available in the route choice 
set. 

Furthermore, it is assumed that all the road users have full information about the state of the 
transportation network, or they all use Google directions API as a route planning tool. As a result, 
the API suggests constant changes of the routes, for the OD pairs with high demand and different 
trip starting time. However, as this might not be the case, the road users might keep on taking the 
routes that are more familiar to them, while our initial assumption might cause the traffic to diverge 
from its actual routes on the network. The traffic divergence from the more frequently used routes 
might result in unreal link travel times for the more frequently-used routes, especially during the 
peak period.  

The geometry of Google links is not essentially identical to the defined link geometry in a 
transportation network. Google links are defined as journey legs and the legs change, when a road 
user makes a change in the route like a left/ right turn. Therefore, the length of legs might vary 
from hundreds of meters on highways to just a few meters in a roundabout. Difference in the 
definition of link length, specifically in cases where the links are much longer than the actual link 
length, might result in the link travel times not to reflect the network dynamics well. For instance, 
congestion on a shorter link might results in much higher travel times, compared to normal network 
state, while if the same link is a part of a longer link, the impacts of congestion might be distributed 
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on the travel times of the link. Hence, the real influence of congestion is not imitated in the link 
travel times.  

Furthermore, in the case study, an average day of the week is chosen to obtain the link travel times 
and perform the network loading. Therefore, there is the possibility of network congestion, due to 
incident on this day, which could not be forecasted beforehand. Consequently, and due to the 
possible congestion, the values of the observed link flows vary from the calculated link flows. 
Performing the network loading for more days of the week and for several weeks possibly gives a 
better understanding on the reliability of the obtained data as well as the network loading methods. 

6.3 Limitations of route share calculation model 
As presented in section 4.7, the route share calculation model considers travel time as the only 
influencing factor for the route choice. Therefore, the available routes in the route choice set with 
lower travel times are assigned with higher shares of the demand. Although, reducing the trip 
duration plays a major role, it is clearly not the only criteria, considered by the road users when 
making a choice on the route. A relevant factor that could be added to the route share calculation 
model is the monetary costs. This factor is especially vital for the trips, where there is toll, or 
congestion tax included in the available routes of the route choice set. Furthermore, it would be 
interesting to involve the driver experience and their behaviors in the route share calculation. This 
factor can affect the route shares, where drivers are highly familiar with the routes and tend to 
make their choice of the route from a limited set. 

 

6.4 Impact of model simplifications  
As presented in section 1.4, there are some simplifications made before performing the case study 
on Stockholm transportation network. In this section, the drawbacks of the simplifications and the 
possible amendments are discussed. 

 

6.4.1 Limitation on the zoning of the transportation network 
The number of zones within the transportation area in this case study has been reduced to 50 zones, 
to reduce the computational time. Although, the neighboring zones around Brunnsviken are kept 
the same size as the Sampers zones, the farther from Brunnsviken, the zones are of wider area. It 
is possible that the model output improves by having more number of zones for the case study. In 
the optimal case, the zones of the case study match the Sampers zones in size and number. 
Therefore, the simulation process and the calculation of link flows can be performed with higher 
granularity. 

Furthermore, as Brunnsviken lake is the focus area of the study, the link flows on other zones is 
not studies. By improving the zoning of the transportation network, it would be possible to 
investigate the link flows in other zones as well.   
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6.4.2 Drawbacks of not considering the trips in/ out of Stockholm county 
In the developed method, the link flows are obtained from the vehicles that travel within Stockholm 
county, having both their origin and destination inside the county. Therefore, the trips that have 
only either their origin or their destination inside the county are excluded from the study. However, 
the link observations are not calibrated to eliminate these trips. Thus, link observations have higher 
values than what they should have. The model output could be improved by either calibrating the 
flow observation to match the traffic inside the county, or by taking into account the trips that have 
only their origin or their destination within Stockholm county, when performing the network 
loading and the link flow calculation.  

 

 6.4.3 Limitations on the OD matrix calibration 
Although, the impact of different time-slicing distribution of the OD matrix is investigated in this 
work, but the initial OD matrix is not calibrated. Therefore, in some cases the values of the 
calculated link flows differ considerably from the observed flows from radar sensors. A better 
estimation of initial OD might potentially improve the model output. Alternatively, as shown in 
figure 1, the process of dynamic link flow calculation can be used in a loop for OD estimation. In 
such case, heuristic algorithms, such as SPSA can be used for OD estimation. It is expected that 
the combination of dynamic link flow calculation and the optimization of the initial OD matrix 
enhances the model output.  
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7 Conclusion 
In this thesis, a novel approach of dynamic network loading according to historical travel times is 
developed and tested in a case study. The performance of the developed method is tested on a toy 
network, where the model output demonstrates reasonable results, in terms of flow calculation for 
different network states. Furthermore, it could clearly be seen how the occurrence of congestion 
and its propagation upstream can affect the link flows on the toy network in different time-periods. 

In addition to the application of the developed method on a toy network, DNLTT is tested on 
Stockholm transportation network. In order to perform the case study, an existing route planning 
tool is used to obtain the route choice sets and its corresponding travel times for each OD pair 
during each time-period. Although, the route and link travel times might vary in different time-
periods, but the changes are of very minor values. Furthermore, it could be seen that the number 
of routes, available in the route choice set and the routes themselves might vary in different time-
periods. The share of each route is calculated according to an existing route share calculation 
model, in which travel time is the main logit criteria. DNLTT and DL methods are both used for 
network loading and link flow calculation. Furthermore, the influence of warm-up periods and 
different β values on the final link flows, obtained from DNLTT method is tested. Although, 
DNLTT generates reasonable results for the toy network, improvements in the flow calculations 
can hardly be seen in Stockholm case study and for the real network, compared to DL method. 
Apart from some time-periods, where the obtained graphs from dynamic network loading better 
resemble the observed flow from radar sensors, in most of the cases, graphs obtained from both 
methods of link flow calculation show the same trend. In addition, in some cases, the calculated 
flows have a different trend, compared to observed flows from radar sensors. In some minor cases, 
DNLTT succeeds to avoid the extreme fluctuations in the link flow calculation, and the shape of 
the graph better reflects the shape of the observed flows.    

GEH statistics is calculated for both methods of network loading and for 4 different links around 
Brunnsviken lake. Based on GEH values, it cannot be judged, which method produces a better 
output. However, the share of GEH values less than 5 is clearly not fulfilling the acceptance criteria 
(at least 85 percent of GEH values less than 5) for both methods. Although, in some individual 
cases, the link flows have shown to have a share of GEH less than 5, over 85 percent for both DL 
and DNLTT method. However, it is important to point out that in the case, where the network 
loading is performed according to DL method, the OD flows, that are obtained from the time-
slicing of initial OD matrix, based on Brunnsviken traffic flow are already adapted to the link flows 
in Brunnsviken area and hence DL produces better output for the link flow calculation.  

In conclusion, different possible improvements to the model can be applied. The amendments 
might include the calibration of initial OD matrix or modifying the route share calculation model. 
However, it is strongly believed that the main source of improvement can be sought with the 
available historical travel times. As previously discussed, DNLTT best performs, when there is a 
change in the network state and thus the road functioning class. In such cases, it is expected that 
the travel times vary considerably and consequently the calculated link flows better resemble the 
network dynamics. However, the obtained forecasted travel times do not reflect the network 
dynamics. Furthermore, the routes available in the route choice set might vary in different time-
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periods, when there exists high demand, to keep the route travel times as short as possible. Thus, 
there comes up 2 issues with this approach. First, the travel time information on the routes that are 
available in the route choice set in some of the time-periods of the study horizon is lost, although 
there might still be flow of vehicles on these routes. Second, in some cases it is not possible to 
observe the real variation in the travel times when there exists high demand and capture the 
network dynamics during peak period thoroughly.   

The developed method can also be used as a part OD estimation process. It is expected that in such 
process the final model output improves, while it is possible to obtain OD estimations over the 
investigated transportation network.  
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